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   Foreword   

 I am pleased to provide a foreword to this book. For over 60 years, computers and 
information technologies have helped organizations improve their business pro-
cesses and delivery of products and services. There is a now a large body of work 
on what fi rms must do to get their IS/IT projects right. The advice is, more often 
than not, based on sound logic, and thus, they have formed the basis for how orga-
nizations plan, design, and implement projects of different sizes and complexity. IS/
IT projects have also progressively become important drivers of organizational 
strategy and they offer fi rms a lot more than operational effi ciencies. They can, 
indeed, have a transformational impact on how businesses gather real-time intelli-
gence, access markets, and develop stronger customer relationships. 

 It is perhaps inevitable that a proportion of IS/IT projects will continue to fail. 
The inherent complexities of implementing such projects, especially the social and 
cultural dimensions, can overwhelm managers even when they have the best project 
management tools at their disposal. How can managers improve their chances of 
implementing IS/IT projects? What does academic scholarship have to offer organi-
zations in this context? How can managers blend formal project management 
approaches with the more diffi cult task of getting people committed to a project? 
This book squarely addresses such questions and provides a rigorous but very read-
able analysis of IS/IT project success and failure. 

 The authors have done a commendable job of synthesizing key insights from pub-
lished research and they provide an excellent analysis of IS/IT project success and 
failure. It is especially heartening that the analysis is not merely explanatory. The impli-
cations of academic research for practicing managers are clearly and explicitly spelt 
out at the end of chapters. Overall, both the serious scholar and the practitioner will fi nd 
this book interesting and relevant. I very much welcome this important addition to the 
extant literature on IS/IT projects and hope that the book will be well received. 

 School of Business and Economics    M.  N.      Ravishankar, M.D.   
 Loughborough University        
  Loughborough, UK      
   M.N.Ravishankar@lboro.ac.uk  
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   Foreword   

 IS Project failure has been widely researched, discussed, and debated for over four 
decades, but frustratingly the industry is still unable to deliver consistent successful 
outcomes (Nelson 2007; Dwivedi et al. 2013, 2015). The effects of IS failure are 
huge and the costs to the organization concerned can be disastrous. If the IS industry 
was instead a manufacturer of vehicles or a builder of houses, such a track record 
would be catastrophic. 

 Academics have analyzed the failure of IS projects attempting to identify root 
causes and contributory factors. Studies have shown that projects are complex and 
diffi cult to manage and fail due to a multitude of factors (Pinto and Mantel 1990), 
often exhibiting no single root cause (Janssen et al. 2015). Why is it that failure 
seems a continuous theme? Have academics not communicated the key underlying 
issues, and if they have, is industry not listening? Why is practice making the same 
failures over and over again? Is research solving the wrong problem? Is the teaching 
and associated curriculums not suitable for improving the situation? Is the practitio-
ner and academic gap too wide for meaningful change? These are all valid and rel-
evant questions and ones that need to be explored continuously until we can 
signifi cantly reduce project failure. 

 This book presents the key topics from the IS failure literature and provides an 
analysis of the critical factors behind project success exploring how success is 
judged by different stakeholders. As an IS community we still have trouble defi ning 
success and have diffi culty highlighting what success really looks like. 

 Project managers have been criticized for their lack of  soft skills   and overempha-
sis on the technical deliverables. These topics are discussed in this book and the 
merits of a people-centered approach to project management are explored. This 
theme is developed further in later sections in the book from the perspective of the 
closer  integration of change and project management   where the merits and issues 
are examined. 

 The ongoing academic examination of IS project performance is of utmost 
importance to ensure we can facilitate a change in outcomes. We need to explore 
new avenues and fi nd ways to communicate the required key messages effectively 
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not just to our peer group but to industry as whole. Only time will tell if Henry 
Ford’s statement will still ring true in years to come “ if you always do what you have 
always done …” you know the rest.

 Delft, The Netherlands     Marijn     Janssen, M.D.    
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  Pref ace   

 The dismal track record of organization’s inability to deliver successful Information 
System (IS) projects has been a matter of public record for decades. What is most 
frustrating about this is that it keeps happening time and time again. The phrase 
 large government IT project  can have many connotations, depending on who the 
commentator is, but to most people, even industry outsiders, the phrase evokes a 
familiar response:  failure . It is not just government projects that have this problem; 
numerous projects from across many industries have suffered the effects of failure 
resulting in catastrophic problems for the organizations concerned. 

 The reasons behind the inability of organizations to deliver consistently success-
ful IS projects are multifaceted. There is no tangible single cause of failure, no 
individual root cause that can be highlighted as the key fundamental problem that 
affects all projects. Projects fail due to  poor project management  , insuffi cient focus 
on change management issues, mismanagement of requirements, ineffective  project 
sponsorship  , poor business case, and so on. Most startling from this track record of 
poor delivery is the inability of the industry as a whole to learn the lessons of past 
mistakes. Time and time again we see the same  root causes   of failure and the result-
ing fallout in terms of the effects on the organization or the claim and counter claim 
in the civil courts over who was ultimately responsible.  How did we get here ? This 
is a good question but a better one is— what lessons can we learn from analyzing 
past failures that can help us deliver consistent successful projects in the future ? 
This is covered in the subsequent chapters and it is a topic that academics must not 
lose focus on to effect a change in outcomes. 

 Organizations can deliver IS projects successfully. Studies have empirically ana-
lyzed the components of successful projects and many have developed a set of 
Critical Success Factors (CSF) that have been positioned as a form of checklist to 
follow in order to mitigate failure. It is not clear from the literature if the docu-
mented instances of failed projects have attempted to adhere to an agreed set of 
CSFs or if factors outside of these were to blame for the projects’ demise. Academic 
studies have produced a number of widely cited CSF-based frameworks that seem 
to cover the traditional technical areas of delivery as well as the stakeholder focused 
factors relating to adoption and realization of more longer term benefi ts. However, 
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these success-orientated frameworks do not fi gure in the practitioner guidance or 
bodies of knowledge. Therefore, leading one to conclude that at best, there exists an 
informal and somewhat haphazard relationship between academics and industry, or 
it signifi es a perceived lack of relevance and infl uence from academic circles. The 
benefi t of bringing the two sides closer together is a subject covered in this book. 

 The last 10 years or more have seen a signifi cant push from industry and gover-
nance bodies to professionalize project management practitioners and key project 
staff. However, there is no evidence to support that this has resulted in any signifi -
cant change in project outcomes, especially in the context of large IS projects. This 
is a staggering fact and one that should greatly trouble many organizations about to 
embark on a major IS project. The association between success and the links to 
practitioner training and the use of project management methods is an under-
researched area and a somewhat surprising fact given the signifi cant investment in 
standards and training. 

 This book outlines the criticism of project managers for their lack of  people  or 
so-called   soft  skills  , as historically the profession has been preoccupied with deliv-
ering to the parameters of time, cost, and quality. The emergence of change manage-
ment as a distinct profession with its own governance, practitioner status, and 
bodies of knowledge perhaps highlights the inability of the project management 
profession to adequately address the people side of project delivery. It is too early to 
fully quantify the impact of change management on the IS industry as a whole and 
its ability to deliver more consistent successful projects, as the academic literature 
has yet to fully address this topic. However, the recognition of the part played in the 
application of soft skills and focus on the people side of projects is widely refer-
enced in the literature. 

 From the organizational perspective, the application of both change and project 
management can be somewhat confusing in that the de facto standards do not fully 
address how both disciplines should work together.  When is the best time to initiate 
change management? How can I identify how much change management resource I 
need and how do I know if its value for money?  These are pertinent questions and 
subjects that are addressed in this book as we explore the evolving landscape of 
projects and the closer integration of change and project management . 

  Success and Failure of IS/IT Projects: A State-of-the-Art Analysis and Future 
Directions  is a book that provides the reader with a full outline of the key issues sur-
rounding the delivery of IS projects and the inherent complexities. The reader is 
guided through key areas from current literature and the main topics are discussed and 
debated in their relevant context. The core problems facing the IS industry are tackled 
head on and omissions in knowledge and research are highlighted where they are 
relevant. The continued academic study of this topic is vital in order to infl uence and 
facilitate change. This book is positioned as an important advance in this process.  

  Wales, UK     D.     Laurie     Hughes   
     Yogesh     K.     Dwivedi    
    Antonis     C.     Simintiras    
    Nripendra     P.     Rana    

Preface
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    Chapter 1   
 Introduction       

               The failure of Information Systems (IS) projects has been a constant theme for the 
last 40 years or more with the loss of many millions of pounds for the organizations 
concerned (Dwivedi et al.  2013a ,  2015a ,  b ). Despite attempts to professionalize the 
industry with the adoption of formal structured project management methodologies, 
bodies of knowledge, IS development methods and processes, formal major project 
gateway reviews, and professional practitioner certifi cation, project failure is still a 
regular occurrence. The widely cited CHAOS report (Standish Group  2013 ) high-
lighted a trend of IS success rates of between 29 and 39 % for the period 2004–2012. 
This suggests that while success rates are improving, well over half of IS projects 
do not succeed. The 2014 National Audit Offi ce’s (NAO) report on the failed BBC 
Digital Media Initiative (DMI) project reminds us that large IS failure remains an 
ever-present issue. The NAO highlighted a number of factors that were responsible 
for the £125.9 million project abandonment, including lack of BBC executive scru-
tiny, no individual senior staff member acting as the single point of accountability, 
and poor reporting arrangements that were not fi t for purpose (BBC  2014 ). The IS 
sector is under greater scrutiny than ever before, with executives being all too aware 
that historical failures have had a dramatic effect on the organizations concerned, 
both in terms of huge fi nancial cost and business sustainability from the impact of 
failure (Avison and Wilson  2002 ; Beynon-Davies  1995 ; Gauld  2007 ; McGrath 
 2002 ; Mitev  1996 ; Pan et al.  2008 ). The continual academic review of project per-
formance within the IS industry is of vital importance until such time the sector can 
demonstrate step changes in consistently delivering successful outcomes.  

 The issues of the historical focus of project management predominantly deliver-
ing to the defi ned technical elements of time, cost, and quality have led to a greater 
emphasis on stakeholder satisfaction criteria in the development of project success 
factors Atkinson  1999 ; Cooke-Davies  2002 ; Fortune and White  2006 ; Dwivedi et al. 
 2015b ; Hyvari  2006 ; Müller and Judgev  2012 ; Turner  2009 ). Industry-based studies 
have identifi ed that projects perform poorly where users lack involvement and that 
user participation has a major effect on successful outcomes (Standish Group  2013 ). 
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This increased focus on stakeholder satisfaction has led to greater scrutiny of project 
manager performance in their application of so-called   soft  skills   to complement the 
traditional project management capability (Esa and Samad  2014 ) and deliver more 
consistent successful outcomes. However, studies have highlighted that as a group, 
project managers have only moderate skills to manage users and their expectations 
(Standish Group  2013 ), which perhaps is a refl ection of the technical emphasis 
within practitioner training. 

 Change management has emerged as a distinct discipline with its own standards, 
numerous models and frameworks, and an active academic community. Change 
initiatives (projects) where good change management practices are implemented 
can increase the probability of successful organizational change by a factor of four 
(Change Management Institute  2013 ). The tasks of leading and  sustaining change   
can be complex and often entail the interplay of multiple factors involving action by 
people at every level of the business (Buchanan et al.  2005 ; Pettigrew and Whipp 
 1993 ). The closer integration of both project and change management is advocated 
in some of the practitioner guidance (Prosci  2012 ) and academic literature (Hornstein 
 2015 ; Parker et al.  2013 ). However, the challenge of moving from a current position 
of separate methodologies, different standards bodies, and in some cases totally 
separate internal organizational structures is a step change for many organizations 
but has the potential to offer a greater chance of project success. 

 The main purpose of this book is to set out a contributing narrative to the discus-
sion and debate of IS project failure and project success via a thorough analysis of 
the current literature and the identifi cation of omissions in academic knowledge and 
practitioner guidance. This book will be of value to academics requiring an under-
standing of the key aspects of IS project delivery and those who have knowledge of 
specifi c areas of change or project management that need more detailed knowledge 
of either subject. Practitioners may also benefi t from key aspects of the text, in par-
ticular the causes of project failure, components of project success, and the closer 
 integration of change and project management  . 

 The remaining sections of the book are outlined as follows: 

 Chapter   2    —Analyzes and discusses the key components and causes of project fail-
ure from the literature and develops each of the main topics from the project 
management and people-related perspectives. 

 Chapter   3    —Reviews the classifi cation and varying perspectives of project success 
and the key critical success factors from the literature, in particular the factors 
surrounding project management and the role of the sponsor. 

 Chapter   4    —Discusses the processes and practice associated with project manage-
ment and the practical aspects of methodology and project delivery. 

 Chapter   5    —Examines the key components and processes of change management 
and the issues of resistance and adoption. 

 Chapter   6    —Develops the case for the closer  integration of change and project man-
agement   and details the practical implications for each of the presented options. 

 Chapter   7    —Provides concluding remarks and summary of key points.      

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23000-9_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23000-9_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23000-9_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23000-9_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23000-9_6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23000-9_7
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    Chapter 2   
 Project Failure and Its Contributing Factors       

              Although studies have attempted to articulate an accepted theory of IS failure, the 
literature has demonstrated many alternative views of defi nition and causes. What is 
clear is that the failure of systems is complex and multifaceted. Failure itself can 
have many levels, in that a project can be an outright failure and abandoned or is 
delivered to specifi cation but does not meet the needs of stakeholders. Each of these 
instances can be viewed as a failed project but may have different underlying causes 
and categories of failure. The traditional performance-oriented measures of failure, 
namely, time cost and quality, only provide a limited set of criteria, failing to include 
any stakeholder usage aspects. The key measure of failure is whether the system 
receives suffi cient support for it to continue to exist (Sauer  1993 ); without this the 
project is a certain failure. 

 This section starts with highlighting the key issues in the classifi cation of project 
failure in that failure has many facets and is subject to different perceptions depend-
ing on the stakeholder type. The subsequent subsections move on to the presentation 
of a  taxonomy   of project failure highlighting the main causes from the body of litera-
ture. Each of the main failure types is grouped into a category of project management 
(often termed— technical factors ) or people-related failure to provide some structure 
to the taxonomy and highlight the key related factors. The section ends with a discus-
sion and analysis of the key failure factors and a summary of the main points. 

2.1     Classifi cation of Project Failure 

 The examination and categorization of project failure has been the subject of exten-
sive study (Flowers  1997 ; Lyytinen and Hirschheim  1987 ; Pinto and Mantel  1990 ; 
Sauer  1993 ) with researchers attempting to develop a model or framework that assists 
with the explanation of project failure. The historical and somewhat traditional mea-
sure of project success, namely, time, cost, and quality (Sauer  1993 ), does not provide 
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a fi rm basis to defi ne whether a project is a success or a failure, as it measures the 
project management or so-called technical elements only. The defi nition of project 
failure can be further complicated by how a system can be received by various stake-
holder groups. The extensively publicized London Ambulance Service Computer 
Aided Dispatch (LASCAD) project did not fail in the strict technical sense but failed 
to meet the expectations of many of the stakeholder groups on the project (Beynon-
Davies  1995 ; Fitzgerald and Russo  2005 ; McGrath  2002 ). A system implementation 
that exceeds its budget, is delivered late, and omits some functionality could be 
labeled a failure in the strict technical sense as the project has failed to realize many 
of its defi ned benefi ts. But if the same system was embraced by key stakeholders and 
continued to be used post-implementation delivering signifi cant benefi ts to the busi-
ness, would it still be classed as a failure? This alternative view of defi ning failure 
from the project management and stakeholder perspectives is covered in Kerzner 
( 2013 ) where the concept of the customer receiving the  desired value  from the project 
is discussed, highlighting that failure should be linked to stakeholders not receiving 
the defi ned value or benefi ts from the project. 

 Projects can be subject to grades of failure. The CHAOS report (Standish Group 
 2013 ) defi nes a category of  challenged  or  impaired  to defi ne a project that has not 
suffered complete failure but was delivered late, over budget, or failed to deliver the 
required levels of functionality. The report defi nes complete failure as those projects 
that were canceled prior to completion or delivered and never used. The CHAOS 
report defi nes project success as those projects that are delivered on time, on budget 
with required features and functions. Interestingly, these success criteria focus pre-
dominantly on the technical deliverables and fail to include any  user adoption   aspects 
of project delivery, thereby ignoring the LASCAD study fi ndings in Beynon- Davies 
( 1995 ), Fitzgerald and Russo ( 2005 ), and McGrath ( 2002 ), which are fundamental to 
overall project success. The CHAOS fi gures have been criticized in some studies 
(Emam and Koru  2008 ; Glass  2005 ) for not identifying the underlying methodology 
behind the data, resulting in researchers questioning the Standish Group fi ndings. 

 The classifi cation of project failure can be based on a wide range of factors:  poor 
project management  , ineffective project executive, high levels of user resistance, 
poor change management, changing requirements, and poor planning (Dwivedi 
et al.  2013a ;  2015a ,  b ). Many of these failure factors on their own may not cause the 
project to fail, but often a project’s ultimate demise may be due to a combination of 
failure factors (Pinto and Mantel  1990 ). Organizations have continually failed to 
reap the benefi ts of the analysis and categorization of project failure, by not per-
forming, or poorly implementing a  postmortem   process, failing to learn from past 
mistakes, or conducting post-project reviews for successful projects only (Ewusi- 
Mensah and Przasnyski  1995 ; Jones  2006 ; Verner et al.  2008 ). This practice of hid-
ing from failure has resulted in many organizations repeating the same mistakes or 
engendering a culture where project staff are extremely reluctant to report bad news 
leading to a continuation of the project failure cycle (Park et al.  2009 ). Some studies 
highlight the benefi ts of failure (Scott and Vessey  2000 ; Sitkin  1992 ) and hypothe-
size that the process of failure can enable organizations to reap the long-term ben-
efi ts of success through short-term failure. This approach seems pragmatic in the 
cool light of day, but in the heat of the project engine room, failure is not something 

2 Project Failure and Its Contributing Factors
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a project manager wants to embrace, especially if his or her career depends on 
 delivering a successful project. 

 The academic analysis of project failure has been an active research area with 
many authors attempting to provide a defi nitive classifi cation of failure and its vari-
ous notions. Lyytinen and Hirschheim ( 1987 ) argued that most studies focusing on 
project failure are based on a largely unarticulated failure concept and defi ned four 
major categories of failure from the literature:

•      Correspondence failure   —the system does not meet all of its goals and quality 
criteria and the implemented system does not correspond to the requirements.  

•     Process failure   —the system has either not been delivered or has been delivered 
but has failed to meet its defi ned criteria in terms of time, budgetary constraints, 
and schedule.  

•     Interaction failure   —the delivered system fails to be adopted by stakeholders or 
is not used as envisaged, therefore failing to meet the specifi c benefi ts of the 
project.  

•     Expectation failure   —the system does not meet the specifi c needs and expecta-
tions of stakeholder groups.    

 Sauer ( 1993 ) highlighted the lack of evidence of a decline in the failure rate of IS 
projects and developed a  triangle of dependencies  model that supported the notion 
that a system is not a failure unless stakeholder support for the system ends. Ewusi- 
Mensah ( 2003 ) described abandonment and partial abandonment from the software 
development project perspective. The study reaffi rmed fi ndings from previous 
research that software systems’ failures are the result of human errors in design and 
are not the consequence of material failure. Flowers ( 1997 ) identifi ed a number of 
common factors associated with project failure and proposed that a system can be 
defi ned as having failed where performance is suboptimal and the system does not 
operate as expected, the system is rejected by users or performance is not as speci-
fi ed, where costs outweigh the actual benefi ts, and where a system is abandoned 
before completion. The diffi culties faced by researchers and practitioners in the 
defi nition of project failure are highlighted in Pinto and Mantel ( 1990 ) where the 
study proposed that success and failure cannot be judged on one measure but must 
be assessed based on several criteria. Projects can be viewed as a failure in one 
organization but deemed a success in another—it is a question of perspective and 
judgment (Dwivedi et al.  2015b ; Pinto and Mantel  1990 ) and highlights the com-
plexity of defi ning project success and failure within a stakeholder and organiza-
tional context. Identifying and classifying project failure within a single organization 
is problematic; especially in cases where a dominant sponsor articulates a positive, 
biased narrative to give a better account of a dysfunctional and problematic system 
as highlighted in Bartis and Mitev ( 2008 ). 

 Attempting to classify project failure with an industry-wide model or set of cri-
teria still eludes academics, and although general frameworks and models such as 
those listed in Lyytinen and Hirschheim ( 1987 ) and Sauer ( 1993 ) can assist practi-
tioners and project executives, the multiplicity of criteria such as those listed in 
Pinto and Mantel ( 1990 ) highlights the diffi culties in defi ning a  one-size-fi ts-all  
model to measure project outcomes.  

2.1 Classifi cation of Project Failure
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2.2     Taxonomy of the Key Factors Associated 
with Project Failure 

 Previous studies have highlighted and categorized the key failure factors that have 
been identifi ed from IS failure research and have attempted to provide structure and 
insight into the main causes of project failure. Some theoretical studies present a 
model or framework that aims to help organizations understand and take steps to 
avoid IS failure (Bronte-Stuart  2009 ; Davis et al.  1992 ; Goulielmos  2005 ; Heeks 
 2002 ; Keider  1974 ; Nelson  2007 ; Poulymenakou and Holmes  1996 ). Other theo-
retical studies have focused on key elements or specifi c factors of project failure 
relating to project management, leadership, or human nontechnical factors (Ewusi-
Mensah  2003 ; Lin and Pan  2011 ; Nixon et al.  2012 ; Perkins  2006 ; Young  2005 ). A 
 taxonomy   of IS project failure is presented in some studies (Al-Ahmad and Al-Fagih 
 2009 ; Dwivedi et al.  2013b ; Fenech and Raffaele  2013 ) by highlighting commonly 
occurring failure factors that organizations should focus on in an attempt to reduce 
IS failure. The literature highlights the undeniable fact that organizations do not 
learn from failure and are unable/unwilling to change, highlighting a pattern of 
repeating the same mistakes time after time (Lyytinen and Robey  1999 ). 

 Project failure studies that contain an empirical element to the research (Bartis 
and Mitev  2008 ; Brown and Jones  1998 ; Bussen and Myers  1997 ), or focus on the 
case study of a specifi c project failure (Barker and Frolick  2003 ; Beynon-Davies 
 1995 ; Gauld  2007 ), form the basis for the main analysis of the  taxonomy   presented 
in Table  2.1 . Each of the research papers has been reviewed to extract the relevant 
factors and salient points associated with specifi c references to project failure. The 
taxonomy highlights the list of identifi ed failure factors and the associated refer-
ences for each. The failure factors have been separated into two main high-level 
groups:  Project Management  factors (also termed  technical  factors) and  People- 
related   factors. The project management factors include the factors associated with 
the traditional project management tasks and processes such as requirements man-
agement, risk management, planning, budget management, and task management. 
The  People-related  factors include the so-called  soft  factors that have a stakeholder 
or user bias and are not generally aligned with the traditional concepts of project 
management deliverables. This grouping includes change management-related 
issues, user resistance, system adoption, and executive engagement activities. The 
selected groupings of failure factors refl ects an attempt to highlight some of the 
issues within the project or change management sphere of infl uence that can be 
exposed to address some of the underlying causes. References may appear in more 
than one category of failure; this refl ects the fact that studies have highlighted a 
number of factors that have jointly contributed to the overall project failure.

   The following subsections discuss the key themes from the  taxonomy   of project 
failure listed in Table  2.1  under their  project management  or  people-related  head-
ings. Associated factors are grouped together under an overall theme heading to 
provide clarity.  

2 Project Failure and Its Contributing Factors
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2.3     Project Management-Related Failure Factors 

 The grouping of failure factors in this section is as follows:

•    Poor requirements management  
•   Poor project management and project planning  
•   Scale and complexity of project  
•   Poor risk and budget management  
•   Poor business case and evaluation process  
•   Inadequate management structure and support  
•   Inadequate postmortem process    

2.3.1     Poor Requirements Management 

 The defi nition and subsequent management of project requirements together with 
project specifi cation are frequent factors in the reasons cited for project failure. 
Studies relying on feedback from project managers and IT departments (Emam and 
Koru  2008 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; Schmidt et al.  2001 ), cite the misunderstanding and 
subsequent change in requirements and specifi cation as signifi cant risk factors in IS 
development projects. Projects that suffer from inadequate and unclear require-
ments highlight the signifi cant impact on organizations when projects do not man-
age these aspects effectively (Bussen and Myers  1997 ; Nawi et al.  2011 ; Pan et al. 
 2008 ). Projects that have failed due to poor management of specifi cation (Rob  2003 ; 
Standing et al.  2006 ; Verner and Abdullah  2012 ) describe failure in the context of 
poor requirements management. The case of the BSkyB CRM project as outlined in 
Verner and Abdullah ( 2012 ) identifi ed a project that failed to deliver its intended 
benefi ts and resulted in a 5-year legal battle between BSkyB and the system integra-
tor EDS. The study fi ndings highlight the main reasons for failure as inadequate and 
unclear requirements, poor project scope, and a contractor that lacked the required 
skills to complete the project. The reliance on consultant/contractors to solicit the 
requirements gathering process can be problematic if not managed properly as high-
lighted in Brown and Jones ( 1998 ), where a failed HISS project suffered from staff 
feeling intimidated by the external consultants. The study highlighted that users did 
not fully understand the processes or technical language employed to facilitate 
requirements and gain acceptance of key design aspects (Brown and Jones  1998 ). 

 The control and confi guration of requirements is a key project task and the suc-
cessful management of this aspect can mitigate any scope creep risks, ensuring 
timescales and budgets are maintained. Changes to requirements should be seen as 
business as usual on most projects, but the project manager must ensure that each 
change follows a structured management process where the impact of any change is 
formally assessed in terms of cost and timescale and its affect on the remainder of 
the project schedule. Best practice in these areas is covered in the main project man-
agement standards such as Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBoK ® ) 

2 Project Failure and Its Contributing Factors
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and Projects in Controlled Environments (PRINCE2 ® ). However, the studies that 
have cited poor, unclear, and inadequate requirements as reasons for failure (Bussen 
and Myers  1997 ; Nawi et al.  2011 ; Pan et al.  2008 ) highlight a separate issue, in that 
the defi nition of requirements, especially in the context of  large projects  , is prob-
lematic. This issue is further compounded by long lead-time projects where the 
business processes may have changed or evolved since the initial requirements defi -
nition. The net effect of these circumstances is a project that is scheduled to deliver 
an out-of-date, irrelevant system that fails to meet the organizations needs. 
Additionally, the expectation that users should be able to defi ne a detailed require-
ments specifi cation for a large complex system as an early life-cycle activity is a  big 
ask  for any organization stakeholder group. The adoption of a Sitkin-style approach 
(Sitkin  1992 ) to requirements management, where it is accepted that failure forms 
part of the learning process, seems to be an approach that could yield benefi ts but 
could be a  diffi cult sell  for many cost conscious project executives. Further aca-
demic study to fully investigate the unrealistic expectations of developing an up- 
front detailed set of requirements for a large complex system could help to inform 
organizations of the pitfalls of this approach.  

2.3.2     Poor Project Management and Project Planning 

 Although limited by the restricted participant group, surveys of IS professionals 
including project managers and project executives provide some insight into the 
problems faced by practitioners and the wider stakeholder community in the deliv-
ery of projects. Via a study looking at the views of IS practitioners from 70 separate 
projects, Verner et al. ( 2008 ) identifi ed that most of the failed projects had problems 
with  poor project management   and planning issues. In a study that surveyed the 
feedback from respondents who had experienced IS project failure, Yeo ( 2002 ) 
highlighted that a signifi cant proportion of problems related to project planning. 
Comparable studies (Emam and Koru  2008 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; Standing et al.  2006 ) 
highlight that poor project management exacerbated the problems within the proj-
ect, and in terms of top reasons for project failure, poor project management was 
viewed as one of the top fi ve. Project management failings are often highlighted 
when large public sector and health-related projects fail. Nawi et al. ( 2011 ) cited 
project management planning processes as key failure factors within Malaysian 
public sector projects. Philip et al. ( 2009 ) cited project management immaturity 
between client and vendors as a key failure factor within offshore development proj-
ects. Jones ( 2004 ) concluded that project management was the overriding factor 
across all common problems that can infl uence success or failure. Studies highlight 
the fact that ill-planned and poorly managed, large and multifaceted projects (Gauld 
 2007 ) are more likely to fail, as are  large projects   that are managed by an inexperi-
enced project manager (Pan et al.  2008 ). 

 Studies citing  poor project management   as one of the reasons for failure gener-
ally suffer from a lack of detail as to what aspects of project management have been 

2.3 Project Management-Related Failure Factors
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the contributory factor. It is not clear from the literature if the failings are methodol-
ogy based or personal attributes such as style, or the approach of the individual 
project manager. This omission within the literature highlights a number of key 
gaps in the academic analysis of project manager performance and is one that could 
be of benefi t to the overall understanding of project failure. Avots ( 1969 ) identifi ed 
that projects suffered from the lack of a  fi t-for-purpose  project management meth-
odology, but the study included non-technology-based genres of projects. Al-Ahmad 
and Al-Fagih ( 2009 ) developed a  taxonomy   of the root causes of project failure and 
highlighted that a key fi nding was that most of the symptoms of failure can be 
aligned with the project management root cause. However, their study failed to 
provide the necessary detail to fully explain the assertion. Other project failures 
attributed to project management causes are more clear cut; the failure of Australian 
telecoms company One.Tel in 2001 as studied by Avison and Wilson ( 2002 ) high-
lights that a lack of controls and formal development methodology caused many 
problems within the organization. This ultimately led to the failure of the billing 
system and subsequent collapse of the company. However, what is not clear from 
the study is whether the project manager was a contributory factor, or if the organi-
zation’s lack of adoption of a formal methodology was the root cause. In a study 
analyzing project failure at NASA, Sauser et al. ( 2009 ) hypothesized that ascertain-
ing if the project management was good or bad was the wrong approach. Instead he 
posed the question:  was it the right management for the situation, the task and the 
environment ? Sauser highlighted that just because something works well in one 
situation does not necessarily mean it will work in another and analyzed the situa-
tional fi t of different project management styles. Project managers are confronted 
by projects that are becoming increasingly multifaceted involving stakeholders with 
diverse interests, fast changing technologies, and distributed knowledge bases. The 
modern project manager requires a multiskilled set of attributes and adaptable man-
agement style to steer a path through to successful outcomes (Söderlund  2011 ). 

 Many of the case studies that investigate project failure omit to highlight the 
specifi c project management methodology used within the organization (Barker and 
Frolick  2003 ; Bartis and Mitev  2008 ; Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ; Lehtinen 
et al.  2014 ; Mitev  1996 ; Pan et al.  2008 ). Other studies fail to identify the project 
management methodology but hint that one existed (Gauld  2007 ; Newman and 
Sabherwal  1996 ; Verner and Abdullah  2012 ). However, many of these studies 
 concede that the methodology was either not implemented correctly or applied inef-
fectively. The studies that explicitly state the methodology used (Beynon-Davies 
 1995 ; Scott and Vessey  2000 ) highlight the fact that unless the organization incor-
porates all the other measures required to mitigate project failure, the adoption of a 
project management methodology in isolation will not guarantee success. 
Organizations seem to continue applying the same methodology as previous proj-
ects or are mandated to do so via public sector procurement rules, yet fail to analyze 
the suitability of the methods used or how to apply the methodology differently to 
yield a different outcome. The lack of academic focus on the suitability, benefi ts, 
and limitations of specifi c project management standards and methodologies is a 
core area in need of further research.  

2 Project Failure and Its Contributing Factors
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2.3.3     Scale and Complexity of Project 

 Large-scale industry surveys and project failure case studies support the fact that the 
IS sector has a very poor record of delivering large and complex projects over a 
number of decades. Results show that very few  large projects   perform well in the 
context of time, cost, and scope and are ten times more likely to fail outright than 
smaller and less complex projects (Standish Group  2013 ). This trend is supported 
by specifi c case studies where the size and complexity issues are stated as being 
signifi cant or contributory factors in the failure of projects. It is diffi cult to fully 
establish from the literature if project scale and complexity are key issues in their 
own right, or by virtue of a project being large and complex, that additional risk 
factors apply and the project needs to be managed in a different way. Studies that 
have analyzed large project failures (Gauld  2007 ; Jones  2004 ,  2006 ; Mitev  1996 ; 
Nawi et al.  2011 ; Verner and Abdullah  2012 ) highlight the defi ciencies from a scale 
and complexity perspective and identify some of the classic large project failure 
issues: insuffi cient resources allocated to  user adoption  , inadequate project gover-
nance, high levels of complexity and integration, and inability of users to fully 
understand the complexities of the system. 

 Studies such as Scott and Vessey ( 2000 ) highlight the diffi culties in managing 
strategic ERP implementations and propose that large-scale projects are an exercise 
in organizational learning and that, due to their complexity, failure at some level is 
inevitable. The recommendation to manage large projects in a different way is made 
by Jones ( 2006 ), who advocates a different approach to the management of risk in 
the context of large-scale software projects. However, studies that have analyzed a 
range of large IS project failure case histories (Nelson  2007 ) highlight that other 
than size, the projects have little in common. The case against attempting large- 
scale IS projects has been made by some studies (Standish Group  2013 ), where the 
fi ndings question the need for larger projects to exist. Organizations can break up a 
large project to create a number of individual smaller projects that can be run in 
parallel, each having the potential to deliver tangible benefi ts in their own right. But 
without the proper controls, methodology, and organizational support, successful 
outcomes are still not certain. Large projects can suffer from project sponsors and 
management having  blind faith  that success will be achieved as huge amounts of 
money, resource, and reputations are at stake. In cases such as these,  early warning 
signs   are often ignored and the collective belief has the tendency to drown out any 
dissent from the project staff (Kerzner  2013 ).  

2.3.4     Poor Risk and Budget Management 

 Risk in the project context is a measure of the probability and consequence of not 
achieving a defi ned project outcome or deliverable (Kerzner  2013 ). This is normally 
assessed in terms of its probability of occurring and the impact on the project if the 

2.3 Project Management-Related Failure Factors
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risk were to materialize. Project management guidance such as PRojects In 
Controlled Environments (PRINCE2 ® ) and Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBoK ® ) highlight the importance of defi ning a strategy for the man-
agement of risk and for this to be established early in the project and continually 
addressed throughout the duration of the project. Projects failing due to contributory 
factors such as poor risk management or budget and estimation issues are ranked 
highly in studies involving surveys and questionnaires from IS organizations and 
practitioners (Jones  2004 ; Tukel and Rom  1998 ; Verner et al.  2008 ; Wallace et al. 
 2004 ). The study carried out by Verner et al. ( 2008 ) surveyed failure from the prac-
titioner perspective, highlighting that risks were not reassessed, controlled, or man-
aged through the project. Keil et al. ( 1998 ) theorized whether the high failure rate of 
IS projects could be due to managers not taking prudent measures to assess and 
manage the risk on their projects. Successive organizations over many decades 
seem to have fundamentally failed to effectively identify or manage the risks that 
have contributed to the failure of their projects. The literature is not clear on whether 
this is a process issue or a management problem subsequent to risk identifi cation. 

 Projects that suffer from inaccurate estimation, poor budget management, and 
status reporting (Jones  2004 ; Pan et al.  2008 ) highlight the importance of project 
managers controlling these aspects of the project and the impact on outcomes if they 
do not control these areas effectively. Conboy ( 2010 ) highlighted the lack of focus 
on budget setting and budget control in the existing research and questioned this 
lack of focus within IS development projects. The study analyzed projects within a 
multinational organization and identifi ed a culture of poor cost control management 
across all the participant projects, a high tolerance for interim budget deviations, 
poor control of budget line items, and that budget-related communication was 
largely nonexistent (Conboy  2010 ).  

2.3.5     Poor Business Case and Evaluation Process 

 The development of the business case and the identifi cation of the benefi ts the proj-
ect will realize are a vital part of modern formal project management standards such 
as PRINCE2 ®  and PMBoK ® . This is an early stage activity and is normally owned 
by the sponsor (or equivalent) on behalf of the executive. Projects that fail to fully 
defi ne a clear business case at the onset of the project or omit to revisit the business 
justifi cation at the end of each stage risk delivering a project with unclear benefi ts 
and justifi cation. Studies that reference projects where imprecise objectives and 
unclear business benefi ts are identifi ed as failure factors highlight the impact of not 
developing a sound business case with a realistic benefi ts management process 
(Sauer et al.  1997 ; Standing et al.  2006 ; Ward and Elvin  1999 ). The net effect of not 
creating and agreeing a fully functioning business case is a project with an increased 
risk of potential problems further on in the project lifecycle. 

 The implementation-based studies of Barker and Frolick ( 2003 ) and Pan et al. 
( 2008 ) highlight instances where organizations have either chosen not to undertake 
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a product evaluation stage or have undertaken a fl awed product evaluation process 
with the resultant contribution to project failure. These latter studies are based on 
ERP implementation failures that by their very nature are organization wide in 
terms of impact and change. The decision not to follow a sound evaluation process 
within these projects led to high levels of user resistance and a plethora of contribu-
tory failure factors. In the case of Pan et al. ( 2008 ), the organization initiated a for-
mal evaluation and selection process for a company-wide ERP system, but was 
overruled by the executive who favored a rival product. This decision resulted in a 
product solution being forced on the stakeholders and contributed to the overall 
failure of the project.  

2.3.6     Inadequate Management Structure and Support 

 Organizations that fail to establish the required management processes or manage-
ment structure for project delivery are increasing their chances of failure. The case 
of the collapsed Australian telecommunications company One.Tel demonstrates the 
ramifi cations of a failed project that did not have a formal management and support 
structure in place. These factors were highlighted as being signifi cant during the 
period when the company struggled to manage a rapid increase in customers from 
tens of thousands to 750,000 in a short space of time (Avison and Wilson  2002 ). 
Any failings in the management structure are accentuated in the context of remote 
or split site projects, where the teams are spread across different geographical loca-
tions. The offshore development project as outlined by Philip et al. ( 2009 ) high-
lights the critical issues and negative consequences on the project where the 
organization fails to implement appropriate structures for the management of the 
project. The study highlighted the ill-defi ned roles and responsibilities of the 
onshore/offshore management and team structure and the resulting communication 
issues, misunderstanding of requirements, and unclear objectives (Philip et al.  2009 )  

2.3.7     Inadequate Postmortem Process 

 The inability of organizations and the IS industry as whole to learn from past project 
failure is a bewildering fact. In a study of 82 US-based organizations, Ewusi-Mensah 
and Przasnyski ( 1995 ) attempted to characterize the  postmortem   activities under-
taken on failed or abandoned projects. The study identifi ed a pattern where organi-
zations seem to repeat past mistakes, highlighting that only 19 % of the organizations 
carried out a project postmortem review and 60 % of the study group indicated that 
projects failed for more or less the same reasons as previous projects. The reticence 
within organizations to conduct postmortem reviews is supported by Verner et al. 
( 2008 ), highlighting only a small percentage of organizations conducted post- 
project reviews from a sample of 304 projects. The study identifi ed that those 
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organizations that conducted postmortems were almost entirely for successful 
 projects. The inability to face up to project failure has plagued the IS industry for 
decades and is unlikely to result in different outcomes unless a step change in will-
ingness to review failed projects is made within organizations. Lessons can be 
learned from each and every project even if the project is a failure (Kerzner  2013 ). 
This needs to be coupled with the removal of a systemic reluctance to share lessons 
learned with other organizations, and the wider industry as a whole to learn the les-
sons from failure. In some organizations, the executive and senior management are 
keen to wind down the resources allocated to projects nearing completion and real-
locate them elsewhere, often resulting in the project manager focusing on the new 
project rather than conducting a lessons learned assessment of the current project. 
The analysis of the underlying reasons why organizations fail to consistently 
embrace the postmortem processes on failed IS projects is an area where further 
research could yield new insights.   

2.4      People-Related Failure Factors 

 The grouping of failure factors in this section is as follows:

•    Poor change management and user resistance  
•   Poor executive support and  project sponsorship    
•   Poor contractor and stakeholder relationship  
•   Lack of staff commitment, motivation, performance, and turnover issues    

2.4.1     Poor Change Management and User Resistance 

 A large number of studies cite people-related aspects that can be attributed to poor 
change management and resistance to change as major factors in the failure of IS 
projects (Barker and Frolick  2003 ; Beynon-Davies  1995 ; Fitzgerald and Russo 
 2005 ; Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; McGrath  2002 ; Mitev  1996 ). 
Factors relating to aspects of change management have been identifi ed as critical to 
project outcomes by organizations that have attempted to implement Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) solutions, highlighting that half of ERP projects end in 
failure with many citing change management issues as the root cause (Barker and 
Frolick  2003 ; Pan et al.  2008 ; Scott and Vessey  2000 ). These cases highlight the 
lack of focus on people-related practices within each of the projects, in particular, 
lack of user involvement at an early stage, poor communication of changed pro-
cesses, and lack of change management methodology leading to user resistance 
issues and ultimate project failure. 

 Widely cited IS project failures such as the London Ambulance LASCAD proj-
ect (Beynon-Davies  1995 ) highlight the signifi cant risks of too high a focus on the 
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project management deliverables while ignoring many of the change management 
aspects of a project that can prepare the ground for  user adoption   and help to miti-
gate the potential for high levels of user resistance. The LASCAD project was an 
attempt by the London Ambulance Service to automate the tracking and directing of 
ambulances and their crew to respond to 999 calls to eliminate many of the incum-
bent manual process. However, during the fi rst day of live operations ambulance 
crews grew frustrated at the levels of incorrect allocations to incidents; additionally 
staff at the control center were unable to deal with the high level of exception mes-
sages and status updates. These issues led to the system effectively collapsing on the 
fi rst day of live operations with ambulance call-out times of up to 3 h and ultimately 
resulting in loss of patient life as a direct result of the failure (Beynon- Davies  1995 ; 
Fitzgerald and Russo  2005 ; McGrath  2002 ). Other studies that focus on the health 
sector (Brown and Jones  1998 ; Gauld  2007 ) highlight the failure of the organization 
in preparing the staff for change and the inability of the project executive to con-
vince stakeholders of the direction of change. The cultural aspects of change in 
large organizations such as the NHS highlight a fragmented structure of subcul-
tures, each of which needs to be the subject of separate stakeholder analysis 
(Pettigrew et al.  1992 ). The failed SNCF Socrate project highlights the lack of user 
engagement and aspects of poor people management as key factors. The Socrate 
project went live in 1993 and was labeled as a disaster with long queues of angry 
passengers, failed reservation systems, trains running with no passengers, and rail-
way unions calling their staff out on strike as a direct consequence of the failed 
system (Mitev  1996 ). Other large public sector project failures such as those out-
lined in Warne and Hart ( 1997 ) and Winklhofer ( 2001 ) highlight the impact of orga-
nizational confl icts and some of the negative aspects of organizational change. The 
large public sector integration project as outlined in Warne and Hart ( 1997 ) high-
lights the signifi cant impact of cultural and political aspects of change in 
 organizations. In this particular case, although modern project management tech-
niques were used, the project had full executive support, and extensive user involve-
ment was provided for, issues relating to change management were still a major 
factor in the failure of the project (Warne and Hart  1997 ). The complexities of user 
resistance and the omission by project managers to fully understand the social and 
political nature of organizational change can be key factors in the success or failure 
of IS projects (Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ). These issues potentially highlight a 
gap in the practitioner skillset or the inability of organizations to invest in change 
management. 

 Although limited by their participation group, studies that predominantly survey 
the experiences of project managers (Attarzadeh and Ow  2008 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; 
Lemon et al.  2002 ; Schmidt et al.  2001 ; Standing et al.  2006 ; Yeo  2002 ) highlight 
the issues faced by IS professionals in relation to change management and support 
the premise that failing to incorporate the user involvement and user commitment 
aspects of change management (thereby taking steps to mitigate user resistance 
issues) are key failure factors. As far back as the 1970s, researchers have high-
lighted the issues surrounding user resistance (Lucas  1975 ) and the implications for 
projects failing to understand and manage the needs of stakeholders. Historically, 
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very few organizations identifi ed, planned, and managed  user adoption   with many 
projects instigating change management as part of delivery (Ward and Elvin  1999 ). 
More recent studies (e.g. Bartis and Mitev  2008 ; Klaus and Blanton  2010 ) highlight 
the failings of organizations that do not explicitly incorporate processes to manage 
user resistance and, therefore, fail to reap the benefi ts of undertaking change man-
agement practices early in the project lifecycle. Generally, the literature that cites 
lack of user involvement, user resistance, or change management aspects (Beynon- 
Davies  1995 ; Brown and Jones  1998 ; Bussen and Myers  1997 ; Fitzgerald and Russo 
 2005 ; Gauld  2007 ; Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; Lemon et al. 
 2002 ; McGrath  2002 ; Mitev  1996 ), as causes of project failure, omits to quantify 
the change management maturity of an organization or whether any formal method-
ology or guidance such as Prosci ®  or CMBoK was used within the project. This 
suggests an oversight in the research with studies failing to ascertain if the change 
management-related problems were due to organization failings, methodology 
issues, or leadership and cultural problems. 

 Studies have shown that aspects of poor change management are a major factor 
in the failure of IS projects, but by actively engaging with stakeholders during proj-
ect initiation ensuring users clearly understand the project goals, objectives, bene-
fi ts, and risks, organizations can help to mitigate user resistance issues further on in 
the project lifecycle (Project Management Institute  2014 ). The leadership team 
must formulate a strategy that engenders a culture within the organization to develop 
a stakeholder base that is receptive to change. This entails communicating the need 
for the change, constructing the capability to physically make the change, and set-
ting out the change agenda. Managing the necessary change to organizations appears 
to be getting more rather than less diffi cult, and more rather than less important, 
requiring organizations to develop a core competence to be able to manage change 
successfully (Burnes  2005 ). Leading change involves action by people at every 
level of the business (Pettigrew and Whipp  1993 ), and the process of sustaining this 
change is dependent on the interplay of multiple factors on different levels of analy-
sis and time frames (Buchanan et al.  2005 ). These key factors are incorporated 
within modern change management methodologies and guidance such as those out-
lined in Prosci ( 2012 ) and Change Management Institute ( 2013 ). Incorporating 
these best practices and the closer integrating of change management processes and 
methods with project management methodologies is one of the key challenges to 
the consistent delivery of successful IS projects.  

2.4.2     Poor Executive Support and Project Sponsorship 

 Nixon et al. ( 2012 ) and Young ( 2005 ) argued that in the context of project out-
comes, leadership and  top management support   are crucial to the success or failure 
of a project. In all of the fi ve annual benchmarking reports carried out by Prosci ® , 
spanning 10 years and 1400 participant organizations, the role of the executive 
sponsor was identifi ed as the number one contributor to project success. Furthermore, 
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the benchmark study identifi ed the effectiveness of the sponsor as one of the 
 strongest predictors of project success or failure (Prosci  2012 ). Executive manage-
ment support is listed as the top factor for success in the 2013 CHAOS report. The 
report highlighted the key role of commitment to the project and engendering a 
consensus among stakeholders, linking this to the vision of the project (Standish 
Group  2013 ). Studies of IT professionals (Emam and Koru  2008 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; 
Lemon et al.  2002 ; Schmidt et al.  2001 ; Standing et al.  2006 ) detail the many exam-
ples where practitioners have emphasized the major risks to projects from poor 
executive sponsorship. These studies have highlighted the instances where the 
executive lacked the commitment to the project, was ineffective, or offered poor 
leadership and support. The participants in the study carried out by Keil et al. ( 1998 ) 
stated that the number one risk to the project was a lack of top management com-
mitment. The abandoned Executive Information System (EIS) implementation at 
New Zealand manufacturing company—Gardenco—highlights the major issues 
faced by projects stemming from the lack of an executive sponsor and a general 
absence of tangible support from the board (Bussen and Myers  1997 ). The ERP 
implementation failure as outlined by Pan et al. ( 2008 ) emphasizes the impact of 
inadequate executive leadership and management structure. In this project, the 
executive overruled the evaluation committees’ selection of an ERP solution and 
appointed the fi nance director as the project manager (Pan et al.  2008 ). The Health 
Information System (HIS) project failure as detailed by Gauld ( 2007 ) highlighted 
that the sponsoring group failed to convince the clinical staff of the choice of system 
leading to signifi cant resistance from key stakeholders. The appointment of a suit-
able project sponsor is a key fundamental decision at the commencement of a proj-
ect. A sponsor who is inexperienced, too low in the organizational structure to have 
infl uence, and too busy to devote enough time to the project or does not have the 
required personal traits to drive the project forward is unlikely to contribute to a 
successful outcome. If the organization has a track record of poor project delivery, 
the reality may be that executives may not wish to be associated with any new initia-
tive and will, therefore, delegate sponsorship to a lower level manager, thereby 
limiting the project’s chances of success at the onset.  

2.4.3     Poor Contractor and Stakeholder Relationship 

 The relationship between an organization that has either outsourced a project to a 
contracting entity or has employed an external consultant to deliver signifi cant por-
tions of a project can be problematic if not managed effectively. Inevitably, due to 
the size and complexity of some IS projects, there will be a signifi cant legal contract 
between the organizations that is meant to govern the relationship between the par-
ties and identify the responsibilities for delivery, quality, and so on. All too often it 
is the ability of the contract to be interpreted in different ways that results in expen-
sive legal battles when projects fail as each party seeks to apportion blame and gain 
redress. Studies highlight that postmortems on large project failures that involve a 
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contractor or consultant relationship often state that either the consultant was shown 
to not have the skills to complete the project (Nawi et al.  2011 ; Verner and Abdullah 
 2012 ) or the consultant underestimated the project scope and complexity (Yeo 
 2002 ). Additionally, the interrelationship between organizational power and politics 
and the confl icts between users and developers as outlined by Warne and Hart 
( 1997 ), highlighting the complexities of large outsourced projects. These issues per-
haps mask a plethora of underlying reasons that signify a fundamental breakdown 
in the organization and supplier relationship. The case outlined in Brown and Jones 
( 1998 ) emphasizes a specifi c case of failure where the organization was shown to 
have not prepared for change and was inexperienced in working with contractors. 
These factors coupled with problems managing the contractor relationship and 
issues with the users being intimidated by, and not fully understanding the methods 
employed by the contractor to facilitate requirements and gain acceptance of key 
design aspects, greatly contributed to the failure of the project (Brown and Jones 
 1998 ). The failed ERP implementation at Singapore-based Maxima Inc. as outlined 
in Pan et al. ( 2008 ) highlights the major impact of disputes between the organization 
and contractor, demonstrating the inability of executives to fully assess costs and the 
subsequent impact on the project benefi ts and viability.  

2.4.4     Lack of Staff Commitment, Performance, Motivation, 
and Turnover Issues 

 Projects should focus on those aspects of staff involvement that affect both 
employee motivation and organizational outcomes to get the best from the project 
team as a whole (Michie and West  2004 ). Large projects can be subject to lengthy 
timescales of many months and sometimes years with the project team likely to 
suffer from staff turnover and organizational changes to the leadership team and 
project sponsor. All of these changes have the potential to affect the motivation and 
performance of the project team (Newman and Sabherwal  1996 ; Rob  2003 ). 
Bussen and Myers ( 1997 ) highlighted the issues associated with elongated times-
cales and its effect on staff commitment and enthusiasm for the project. Conway 
and Limayem ( 2011 ) identifi ed a reduction in performance, increased cynicism, 
and stress levels due to temporal dissonance among distributed teams of IT work-
ers. The culture within IS-based organizations has for decades been one of staff 
expected to complete the task at hand. All too frequently software development 
staff are not rewarded for long hours as projects struggle to deliver to unrealistic 
timescales (Verner et al.  2008 ). The failed software projects viewed from the 
developer perspective outlined by Linberg ( 1999 ) highlight that job satisfaction 
does not have a direct association with the meeting of timescales and identifi ed the 
disparity of views between developers and IS management. The study raised the 
issues of excessive workload, individual and team temperament among develop-
ers, and its potential to impact project outcomes both positively and negatively. In 
the context of the value of team-based working leading to successful project 
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outcomes, best results will be gained from organizations developing a team-based 
culture in which education and communication systems, people management, and 
reward systems are all geared toward managing teams rather than individuals 
(Michie and West  2004 ).   

2.5      A Proposed Framework for Understanding IS Failure 

 Sauer ( 1993 ) reviewed the concepts of failure as outlined in Lyytinen and Hirschheim 
( 1987 ), in particular some of the limitations of  expectation failure . The study high-
lighted the inevitability of some level of dissatisfaction among stakeholders, and 
that the concept of  expectation failure  fails to discriminate between different types 
of problem situations affecting stakeholders. Sauer ( 1993 ) developed an alternative 
account and model of failure and characterized the relationship between informa-
tion system components as a  triangle of dependences . The model presented by 
Sauer depicts an information system that functions through its reliance on the proj-
ect organizations’ activities and support from stakeholders that require some form 
of reimbursement from the system. The model consisted of three components:  sys-
tem ,  supporters , and  project organization . Sauer ( 1993 ) hypothesized that if unre-
solved problems are present in any one of the three components of the model, the 
consequence could be withdrawal of support for the system and ultimately result in 
system failure. Support for the system can change depending on how stakeholders 
perceive the system in the context of their own self-interests, potential benefi ts, and 
the result of external pressures to continue support for the system.  The triangle of 
dependencies  has been referenced in a number of studies (Dwivedi et al.  2013a ,  b ; 
Pan et al.  2008 ; Yeo  2002 ), but the literature has failed to develop the model in the 
light of new understandings of stakeholder behaviors and practices. 

 We propose the “ The Actuality Failure  (AF)” framework (illustrated in Fig.  2.1 ) 
that extends the Sauer ( 1993 )  triangle of dependencies  to represent the concept of 
the system, the change, and the key aspects of stakeholder support post-project 
delivery. The separation of the  change  and  system  components in the  AF framework   
refl ects the fact that the project not only delivers an IS but also delivers associated 
changes to processes and working practices. The importance of stakeholder support 
for these key areas has been referenced in previous IS project failures studies 
(Barker and Frolick  2003 ; Beynon-Davies  1995 ; Fitzgerald and Russo  2005 ; 
Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; McGrath  2002 ; Mitev  1996 ), high-
lighting the criticality of these aspects.

   The  AF framework   is characterized as two time-bound segments:  project imple-
mentation  and  post-implementation . This represents the evolving structure of the 
project and change organization after delivery of the system and the subsequent 
change in the bounds of support. These aspects are not explicit within the model 
presented in Sauer ( 1993 ). The components of the model are:

•     Change —the changes to the users working practices and processes as a result of 
the IS project and implementation.  
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•    System —the information system developed by the project that is intended to 
deliver specifi c benefi ts to the stakeholders and organization.  

•    Change and project organization —the temporary structure that is established to 
develop and deliver the project and associated changes to the organization.  

•    Stakeholder —the users and supporters of the system.  
•    Executive / Sponsor —the nominated senior manager from the organization that is 

tasked with owning the vision of the project and driving the project forward.    

 During  project implementation  support is provided to the change and project 
organization from the executive and stakeholders in the context of delivering the 
system and associated changes. Failure can result if support for the project organiza-
tion, system, or change is withdrawn from either the stakeholder or executive. 

 During the  post-implementation  period the system and subsequent changes to 
working processes and procedures have been delivered, but the project organization 
structure has been disbanded or scaled down ready for handover to the business. 
Support for the system can be withdrawn during this period unless effort is made by 
the executive to ensure the changes are embedded within the organization. This 
requires sustained reinforcement actions to maintain momentum and adoption of 
the new system and associated changes. These activities are vital to assure user 
engagement and support for the realization of the project benefi ts. These topics are 
covered in more detail in Sects.  2.4  and  2.5 . 

 The proposed  AF framework   is based on a review of the existing literature and 
the identifi cation of potential shortfalls within existing models of failure. It is recog-
nized that the AF framework is as yet a theoretical proposition requiring academic 
empirical validation.  
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  Fig. 2.1    Proposed actuality failure framework ( Source : Extended from Sauer  1993 )       
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2.6     Discussion and Concluding Points on Project Failure 

  The inability to manage change within organizations and the resulting user 
 resistance and reinforcement issues encountered within projects are frequently cited 
by studies as reasons for project failure. Previous studies (Hirschheim and Newman 
 1988 ; Ward and Elvin  1999 ) have highlighted the technical bias of project manage-
ment and the fact that few organizations have planned, actively managed, and sus-
tained business change. Modern formal project management methodologies have 
progressed from the historical measures of exclusive reliance on time, cost, and 
quality, to include some change management aspects, but it is questionable whether 
this is of adequate quality and detail to be suffi cient for the practicing project man-
ager. The PRINCE2 ®  guidance set out in OGC Group ( 2013 ) defi nes a product 
titled:  communications management strategy  that describes the means and fre-
quency of communications with stakeholders. However, this caters for the method 
of stakeholder communication only, failing to address many of the fundamental 
people-related issues of resistance or adoption. Terminology between standards is 
also an issue; references to change management in the PRINCE2 ®  guidance refer to 
confi guration control of changes to scope in the context of product delivery not the 
people aspects of change. The PMBoK ®  guide as set out in Project Management 
Institute ( 2014 ) contains a section titled  Project Stakeholder Management  that 
details how to identify, plan, manage, and control stakeholder engagement on the 
project but does not provide any formal methods on how to drive change. The guid-
ance set out in both of these widely used de facto texts seems inadequate on both the 
strategic and detailed elements of managing change and mitigating user resistance. 
Neither standard refers to an appropriate change management approach or method-
ology. Professional project management practitioners are aware of change manage-
ment and will understand the importance of aligning the project and change initiative 
to keep both activities in step in terms of tasks and deliverables. However, the 

 Key Points for Practitioners 

•     Poor project sponsorship is likely to lead to a failed project—take steps to 
ensure the role is performed effectively.  

•   Large projects have little chance of being delivered successfully.  
•   Omitting to take account of the  people  aspects of projects will limit the 

chances of project success.  
•   Periodic audit can highlight key factors at an early stage, embrace the pro-

cess, and encourage review.  
•   Projects must be continually measured against their business case to ensure 

benefi ts are still relevant and can be realized.  
•   Develop a project culture that encourages people to speak up and raise 

issues either formally or informally to ensure problems are addressed.    
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planning and synchronization of these two areas is largely omitted from the 
PRINCE2 ®  and PMBoK ®  guidance. With studies highlighting that 48 % of projects 
suffer from ineffective stakeholder management (Nelson  2007 ), this seems to be a 
stark omission from the project management standards. The net effect of this is that 
organizations are in danger of implementing change management  light  on their 
projects. Project managers may adhere to the guidance outlined in the selected proj-
ect management methodology but then fail to incorporate the required people-
related processes to the necessary depth and rigor. This may result in user resistance 
problems and stakeholder dissatisfaction. The analysis and potential benefi ts of 
project and change management processes in the context of an integrated methodol-
ogy should be the subject of further academic research. 

 Many organizations attempt to identify failure early on in the project lifecycle by 
undertaking periodic reviews and stage audits. UK Government public sector proj-
ects of a specifi c size are subject to gateway reviews where the project is audited 
before commencing to the next stage. Private sector organizations are not subject to 
the same rules regarding end of stage audit and can choose to enforce periodic  audit   
or initiate a more informal method to assure assessment of progress. Previous studies 
of project failure have referenced inaccurate status reporting and suboptimal quality 
control (Jones  2006 ; Verner et al.  2008 ) as contributory failure factors but have 
largely omitted citing the lack of audit or a poor audit function within the organiza-
tion. Studies have attempted to highlight potential failure by defi ning  early warning 
signs   (Kappelman et al. 2006) that can be monitored by the organization. However, 
the concept is limited by its simplicity; a missing business case is an early warning 
sign, but a weak business case or poor set of requirements may not be as easily iden-
tifi able at an early stage in the lifecycle. Organizational or operational issues have 
often been brought into the public domain via whistle- blowers   who have exposed 
serious problems within the organization. However, engendering a culture within an 
organization or project that encourages whistle-blowing (Park et al.  2009 ) relies on 
the willingness of the individual to report bad news and their perception of the poten-
tial impact framed in terms of harm to others on the project team. Organizations that 
are able to create a culture where an agreed whistle-blowing model is the norm could 
identify potential failure factors early enough to avoid project failure. This needs 
further academic research to fully identifying the potential benefi ts and drawbacks. 

 The subject of project management and methodological performance has largely 
been omitted from studies of IS project failure. Some studies (Avison and Wilson 
 2002 ; Beynon-Davies  1995 ) have highlighted that either no formal methodology 
was applied or one was used but not applied correctly. Large IS failures such as 
those referenced in Gauld ( 2007 ), Mitev ( 1996 ), Pan et al. ( 2008 ), and Verner and 
Abdullah ( 2012 ) implicitly reference the characteristics of a project management 
methodology and structure but do not provide the detail of any named methodology. 
References to agile methods can be found in Standish Group ( 2013 ) but only in the 
context of running small projects to potentially deliver in shorter timescales. The 
recommendations of a number of studies (Dwivedi et al.  2013b ; Gibson 2004; 
Heeks 2006; Keider  1974 ; Nelson  2007 ; Nixon et al.  2012 ) implicitly reference 
aspects or elements of project management methodology, i.e., risk management, 
requirements management, user resistance, but make little reference to a formal 
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methodological approach to project management. Studies such as Warne and Hart 
( 1997 ) highlight that project failure occurred even though modern project manage-
ment techniques were used. However, it is unclear from the study if there were limi-
tations on their suitability or application that contributed to failure. Poor project 
management is a factor listed in a number of IS failure studies, but it is not stated 
whether these failings are methodology based in terms of how the methodology was 
applied or if the failings were a direct result of the project manager not undertaking 
his or her duties. The literature seems to have largely omitted to focus much atten-
tion on the actual work and performance of the project manager in terms of manage-
ment style, role, and function (Söderlund  2004 ), but these aspects could have a huge 
bearing on project outcomes both positive and negative. The inability or omission 
of academic studies to tackle the issues of project management methodologies and 
performance is at best a gap in the research or at least an indicator that these factors 
have not been explicitly considered in the analysis of failure in IS projects. 

 The problems encountered in delivering large and complex projects has been 
cited in a number of studies (Gauld  2007 ; Jones  2004 ,  2006 ; Mitev  1996 ; Nawi et al. 
 2011 ; Verner and Abdullah  2012 ), but organizations continue to create large IS proj-
ects with negligible change in approach or methodology. As recently as 2013, indus-
try-wide studies (Standish Group  2013 ) have highlighted that small projects have a 
greater than 70 % chance of performing well, whereas a large project has virtually no 
chance of coming in on time, on budget, or within scope. The problems with  large 
projects   at face value seem obvious: it appears unrealistic to expect users to defi ne 
up-front and in detail their requirements for a large and complex system. Requirements 
are likely to change over time, especially for long lead projects. Large projects can 
have huge change implications on the organization due to the complexity and impact 
of the project. Additionally, the potential involvement of large numbers of external 
consultants and technicians within an organization that needs to adapt to a change in 
culture for the duration of the project can create many problems. Studies that have 
reviewed the pattern of large project failure (Cable  2009 ; Standish Group  2013 ) have 
proposed a number of recommendations: (a) break up the project into smaller more 
manageable subprojects each running as an autonomous project in its own right, (b) 
reduce scope and create smaller projects, and (c) run project along agile lines to 
deliver incrementally and to shorter timescales. These suggestions may have the 
potential to yield different outcomes but rely on the organization to recognize a large 
project and take the steps necessary to change its processes accordingly. 

 A number of studies have presented frameworks and models to identify and help 
avoid project failure (Bronte-Stuart  2009 ; Cule et al.  2000 ; Goulielmos  2005 ; Heeks 
2006; Lyytinen and Hirschheim  1987 ; Sauer  1993 ). Further studies (Young  2005 ) 
have challenged this approach citing the lack of relevance of academic research and 
question whether the research effort to date has been misdirected as it has had little 
impact on successful outcomes. Scott and Vessey ( 2000 ) suggested that due to the 
scale and complexity of projects, failure at some level is inevitable. Sitkin ( 1992 ) 
hypothesized whether failure is really a negative concept and proposed a theory for 
organization learning and hypothesized that fi rms that focus on success suffer the 
consequent liabilities of success. Sitkin ( 1992 ) proposed an alternative approach to 
failure and suggested that organizations should embrace small failures as an intrinsic 
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component of the learning process and not conceal or avoid failure. The merits of this 
approach have yet to be fully explored within the IS research community, but Agile-
based project management approaches have implicitly incorporated the concept of 
failure as part of the iterative development process. Projects run along agile lines do 
not attempt to get the deliverables right fi rst time but rely upon user feedback to 
make changes to each iteration or sprint as the project evolves. 

 We have proposed an extension to the  triangle of dependencies  model as out-
lined in Sauer ( 1993 ) to highlight an alternative view of how a system is supported 
by the stakeholders during pre- and post-implementation and encourage further aca-
demic review and analysis of its application. 

 This section has exposed a number of areas in the literature that would benefi t 
from further research. The key topics are outlined in the highlighted box below: 

 Recommendations for Future Research 

     1.    Failure has been a fact of life for IS projects for decades despite a mature 
set of standards and methods that attempt to avoid it, when failure is per-
haps inevitable (Scott and Vessey  2000 ; Sitkin  1992 ). Can the expectation 
of failure be formalized as part of the business as usual process and be 
managed to assure more successful outcomes?   

   2.    The literature has identifi ed the dismal track record of delivering large 
projects (Standish Group  2013 ), but this pattern does not seem to change. 
Is there a case for the development of a  large project  methodology that 
caters for the specifi c complexities of this genre of project?   

   3.    The unrealistic expectations of developing an up-front detailed set of 
requirements for a large complex system has featured in many instances of 
IS failure; is there a different approach that can yield better outcomes?   

   4.    Studies have highlighted the large number of projects failing due to poor 
project management, but the literature has failed to focus much attention 
on the underlying reasons for these failings (Söderlund  2004 ). Impacts of 
management style, role, and function could be signifi cant to project out-
comes, yet this area is an under researched topic.   

   5.    The lack of academic focus on the suitability, benefi ts, and limitations of 
specifi c project management standards and methodologies is a core area in 
need of further research.   

   6.    The role of the whistle-blower has been a key feature in exposing some of 
the problems and practices inherent in large organizations. Could engen-
dering a culture of openness and willingness to highlight problems in large 
projects result in critical issues being raised and dealt with thereby helping 
to mitigate failure?   

   7.    The presented AF framework is a theoretical proposition that is yet to be 
empirically tested. Further research is recommended to validate the 
framework.     

2 Project Failure and Its Contributing Factors
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  This section has presented the principles and components of project failure 
 highlighting the many root causes and associated complexities in delivering IS proj-
ects. A framework has been proposed that models a systems relationship with its 
stakeholders, the project and the executive. The section highlights that fact that 
projects fail for a variety of reasons; there is no single root cause, but there are com-
mon factors that are highlighted in studies where the same mistakes seem to be 
repeated within the industry and often in the same organization. Tackling these root 
causes is a key challenge both for the academic community and industry as a whole. 

 Chapter   3     details the problems defi ning project success from alternative 
 stakeholder perspectives and sets out the principles of project success in the context 
of the key critical factors that studies have associated with successful project 
delivery.       

 Summary of Key Points 

•     Traditional measurement elements of time, cost, and quality do not 
 adequately classify a project as a success or a failure as they omit many of 
the people-related factors such as adoption and benefi ts realization.  

•   Project failure is rarely due to one single factor but the result of a combina-
tion of factors.  

•   Organizations have a tendency to repeat past mistakes failing to learn the 
lessons of poor project delivery.  

•   Projects fail despite the use of modern project management standards and 
methodologies.  

•   Large project failure has been so catastrophic for the organizations con-
cerned that the project failure has resulted in the collapse of the organiza-
tion itself.  

•   Large projects have an increased level of failure over smaller projects with 
a virtual zero chance of success.  

•   Failure at some level is inevitable, especially on  large projects  .    

2.6 Discussion and Concluding Points on Project Failure
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    Chapter 3   
 An Analysis of the Components of Project 
Success       

              In the previous section, we dealt with the complexities in defi ning project failure 
and the underlying factors that cause projects to fail. In order to deliver projects that 
have consistent successful outcomes we need to understand project success itself, 
what success looks like, how it is defi ned, and the characteristics of projects that are 
delivered successfully. These topics are discussed in this section. 

 The narrative starts with characterizing how success is defi ned within organiza-
tions and the problems that can arise in the interpretation of success by different 
stakeholders. The section then goes on to explain the development of critical suc-
cess factors (CSFs) and how these can be used to help assure successful project 
outcomes. The remaining subsections explain some of the key areas on project man-
agement success, project performance, and the infl uences of methodological 
approaches on success. 

3.1     Characterization of Project Success 

 The body of literature takes a multidimensional approach to project success and its 
constituents but is not always consistent in its use of terms relating to success. 
Project success factors or CSFs are the set of conditions, events, and circumstances 
that can be used by the project organization to increase the chances of successful 
project outcomes. Project success criteria are the list of principles and standards 
used to determine or judge project success (Ika  2009 ). Project success criteria (also 
termed  acceptance criteria   in some studies) should be formally agreed with the key 
stakeholders during the early stages of the project to avoid any acceptance issues 
during implementation. The practitioner guidance uses the terms product and proj-
ect acceptance criteria to describe success criteria at the deliverable and overall 
project levels (OGC Group  2013 ; Project Management Institute  2014 ). 
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 The principles and constituents of IS project success, at face value, do not seem 
complex or multifaceted, put simply— ensure the customer is happy and the project 
is delivered on time and budget to the agreed set of requirements . But when project- 
based success is scrutinized further, questions arise: who defi nes success? How is it 
judged and by what criteria? Is success defi ned at a project level or on the basis of 
overall stakeholder satisfaction? Is success viewed differently depending on the 
stakeholder type? A project can be a success for one party and a disaster for another 
(de Wit  1988 ). These issues have challenged many researchers, leading some to 
conclude that project management cannot deliver absolute success, but only the 
perception of success and that the evaluation of success may change over time 
(Baker et al.  1983 ). Researchers have questioned the concepts of success criteria 
and conclude that success is more complex and multidimensional than traditional 
measures and that no consensus exists among the academic community as to what 
constitutes project success (Atkinson  1999 ; Morris and Hough  1987 ; Müller and 
Judgev  2012 ; Pinto and Slevin  1988 ). 

 Project success can be attributed as having hard and soft dimensions; the hard 
dimensions of a project are tangible, objective, and relatively easy to measure. The 
soft dimensions that refer to stakeholder happiness, job satisfaction, and enhanced 
reputation are much more problematic to measure as they are subtle and subjective 
(Baccarini  1999 ). Traditionally, project success has been measured in terms of spe-
cifi c technical factors, namely, time, cost, and quality—often termed the  iron trian-
gle  . However, although providing a benchmark of delivery, many researchers have 
concluded that these factors do not provide a fi rm basis to defi ne whether a project 
is a success or a failure, as they measure the technical elements only (Atkinson 
 1999 ; Baker et al.  1983 ; de Wit  1988 ;  Jugdev and Müller  2005  ; Kenny  2003 ; Sauer 
 1993 ; Shenhar et al.  2001 ). Researchers have attempted to extend the traditional 
technical measures to provide a more balanced view of success that includes addi-
tional success criteria. Atkinson ( 1999 ) criticized how project success was mea-
sured and proposed an extension to the iron triangle—the  square root , as a new 
mechanism to measure success criteria. The model included information system 
aspects and organizational and stakeholder benefi ts to attempt to provide a more 
balanced and realistic indication of success. Wateridge ( 1998 ) criticized the tradi-
tional measures of success and argued that measuring time, cost, and specifi cation 
takes a very narrow view of success criteria. The study proposed a set of  criteria for 
success  that were empirically tested against project manager, sponsor, and user par-
ticipants.  The fi ndings highlighted the short-term technical oriented criteria, used by 
project managers (often set by senior management), which were used in preference 
to stakeholder satisfaction-based criteria.  Wateridge recommended that projects 
defi ne project success criteria as an early stage activity to mitigate any bias later on 
in the project (Wateridge  1998 ). 

 The measurement of project success is also viewed differently not only by stake-
holder type but also from the perspective of internal project role. Developers tend to 
link the success of a completed project to the quality of the product and job satisfac-
tion in being involved with creativity and learning on the project (Linberg  1999 ; 
Procaccino et al.  2005 ), whereas project managers tend to balance the needs of 
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stakeholder satisfaction and organizational benefi ts to gauge success (Dwivedi et al. 
 2015b ). The views of project success can differ greatly from the client and project 
team perspectives, especially in circumstances where the project team is an external 
contracting organization. Success from the viewpoint of the contracting organiza-
tion is likely to be based on whether the project delivered fi nancial benefi ts to the 
contractor in the short or medium term, with stakeholder satisfaction potentially 
demoted further down the list of success measures unless these aspects are formally 
included within the criteria for success and agreed during project initiation. Although 
centered on Private Finance Initiative (PFI) themes, Bryde and Robinson ( 2005 ) 
surveyed a cross section of UK-based staff from contractor and client organizations 
to gain a perspective on the differing emphasis of success criteria. The study high-
lighted the potential mismatch between stakeholder and project practices of measur-
ing success, highlighting a barrier to effective client–contractor working 
relationships. This mismatch in perspectives of success from the different parties is 
an underlying issue that must be clarifi ed at an early stage in the project as part of 
the  acceptance criteria   to mitigate risk further on in the project. The importance of 
agreeing what constitutes project success is critical in fi xed price projects where the 
contractor will effectively deliver to the stated contractual requirements and treat 
any other dimensions of success as effectively a change to the specifi cation. 

 There is general agreement within the body of literature that success cannot be 
measured by a single factor, but requires a set of interrelated and interdependent 
measures (DeLone and McLean 1992; Rana et al.  2013 ,  2015a ,  b ). A number of 
success models and frameworks have been proposed that attempted to provide a 
formative defi nition of project success (Bannerman and Thorogood  2011 ; Howsawi 
and Eager  2014 ). The widely cited DeLone and McLean IS Success Model identi-
fi ed six components of IS success:  system quality ,  information quality ,  use ,  user 
satisfaction ,  individual impact , and  organizational impact  (DeLone and McLean 
1992). The research articulated the issues inherent in measuring success and high-
lighted the problems within organizations where success is measured based on the 
user participation element being the primary measure. The user participation 
approach fails to include the system and information quality aspects and the fact 
that user assessment of success can be highly variable (DeLone and McLean 
1992). DeLone and McLean reviewed the proposed extensions to their original 
model 10 years after its original publication and revised the model to include  ser-
vice quality  and  net benefi ts  in place of  organizational  and  individual impacts  in 
the context of retaining relevance and simplicity in measuring IS success (DeLone 
and McLean 2003). 

 The practitioner perspective on the defi nition of project success is largely based 
on the guidance within PRINCE2 ®  and PMBoK ® . The PMBoK ®  is surprisingly 
weak on this subject. The guidance includes a small section that effectively advises 
that the project should be measured in terms of completing the project within the 
constraints of scope, time, cost, quality, and risk as approved between project and 
senior management. The PMBoK ®  also includes a defi ned objective for the project 
manager to modify the organizational behavior to accept the project outcomes 
(Project Management Institute  2014 ), failing to clarify if the project outcomes are 
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successful or otherwise. Under its Quality Management Strategy, PRINCE2 ®  makes 
an implied reference to project success in its advice that a key success factor of any 
project is that it delivers what the user expects and fi nds acceptable. The guidance 
further advises that success defi nition is stated and agreed at the beginning of a 
project (OGC Group  2013 ). This stance is supported in Wateridge ( 1995 ), where the 
study advocates that the criteria for project success be agreed by all parties at the 
start of the project and constantly reviewed as the project progresses.  

3.2     Project Critical Success Factors 

 In analyzing the constituents of project success, many studies have developed a set 
of CSFs that are positioned as an essential component in the project managers’ 
toolkit to assure successful project outcomes. The widely cited CSFs as outlined in 
Pinto and Slevin ( 1987 ) are based on the feedback from US-located, part-time MBA 
students tasked with interpreting success based on their own project experiences. 
The study identifi ed ten factors:  project mission,    top management support    , project 
schedule / plan, client consultation, personnel issues, technical tasks, client accep-
tance, monitoring and feedback ,  communication ,  and troubleshooting  (Pinto and 
Slevin  1987 ). The identifi ed factors were developed into a framework that explicitly 
set out each in a sequenced order with  communication  linked to all of the factors and 
 troubleshooting  available throughout the entire implementation process. Although 
the model suggested some interrelationships between the factors, it does not mea-
sure the strength of their relationship with success (Pinto and Slevin  1987 ). The 
factors were further examined in subsequent empirical studies—Pinto and Slevin 
( 1988 ) and Pinto and Prescott ( 1988 )—to consider project success from its strategic 
and tactical perspectives and by extending the factors based on a consideration of 
the effects at key stages of the project lifecycle. Morris and Hough ( 1987 ) devel-
oped a set of success factors in the context of an extensive framework depicting the 
subjective and objective elements of project success, highlighting that success var-
ies across the project and product lifecycle involving a range of stakeholders. 
Kerzner ( 1987 ) related CSFs to the environment, senior management, and projects 
describing the criticality of interfaces between the internal and external environ-
ment, and the importance of project management from the perspective of corporate 
understanding and executive commitment. Subsequent studies such as Belassi and 
Tukel ( 1996 ) identifi ed the effects that success factors have on project performance 
and developed a success framework that highlighted the importance of understand-
ing the interrelationships between the factors. More recent studies seem to acknowl-
edge an increased emphasis on the importance of stakeholder involvement, benefi ts 
management and project portfolio aspects (Atkinson  1999 ; Dwivedi et al.  2015b ; 
Fortune and White  2006 ; Hyvari  2006 ; Müller and Judgev  2012 ; Turner  2009 ), and 
the role of the sponsor (Jugdev and Müller 2005; Patton and Shechet  2007 ) as key 
constituents of CSFs. The widely cited  real  success factors on projects as outlined 
in Cooke-Davies ( 2002 ) attempted to address three fundamental questions: (1)  what 
factors lead to project management success?  (2)  What factors lead to a successful 
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project?  (3)  What factors lead to consistently successful projects?  The  real  success 
factors are based on the analysis of 136 mainly European projects from 23 separate 
organizations with budgets up to $300 million and 10 years duration, with an aver-
age project size of $16 million and project duration of two years. The  real  success 
factors as outlined in Cooke-Davies ( 2002 ) are:

•    Adequacy of company-wide education on the concepts of risk management.  
•   Maturity of an organization’s process for assigning ownership of risks.  
•   Adequacy with which a visible risk register is maintained.  
•   Adequacy of an up-to-date risk management plan.  
•   Adequacy of documentation of organizational responsibilities on the project.  
•   Keep project (or project stage duration) below 3 years (1 year is better).  
•   Allow changes to scope only through a mature scope change control process.  
•   Maintain the integrity of the performance measurement baseline.  
•   The existence of an effective benefi ts delivery and management process.  
•   Adequate portfolio and program management practices.  
•   Suite of project, portfolio, and program metrics that provide adequate feedback 

on project performance.  
•   An effective means of learning from experience on projects leading to continu-

ous improvement of project management practices.    

 Cooke-Davies ( 2002 ) highlighted that the list of  real  CSFs does not contain any 
factors that can be explicitly associated with  people factors  and hypothesized that 
this omission was due to a focus on what people and teams do rather than the quality 
of the interaction. Additionally, the study asserted that each of the 12 factors implic-
itly involved people aspects, and as such the  people factors  and its associations with 
success are integral to each of the factors. The study’s CSFs are evidence based 
from the empirical data; therefore, the omission of people-related factors is a refl ec-
tion of the processes followed within each of the organizations within the study. 
However, the soft side of project management, in particular: key aspects of change 
management, has been shown to be a fundamental area that can greatly contribute 
to project’s success (Hyvari  2006 ; Müller and Judgev  2012 ; Turner  2009 ). 

 Many strands of project success research have reviewed factors in the context of 
specifi c areas of success rather than a comprehensive list of factors to suit all sce-
narios. These include areas such as requirements (Aslam and Asghar  2008 ; 
Alexander 1998), risk management (De Bakker et al.  2010 ), scope management 
(Dekkers and Forselius  2007 ), organizational aspects (Fisk et al.  2010 ; Gray  2001 ), 
and top management performance and support (Kearns  2007 ; Nixon et al.  2012 ; 
Patton and Shechet  2007 ). The success factors relating to specifi c genres of projects 
have also been analyzed in the literature. One of the most prevalent is the research 
focus on ERP projects where the implementations are complex, spanning many 
business units, and often require an organization to reengineer its core processes to 
make best use of the software (Holland et al.  1999 ). Although the ERP-specifi c 
studies reference many of the CSFs identifi ed in previous studies (Jugdev and 
Müller 2005; Kerzner  1987 ; Pinto and Prescott  1988 ; Pinto and Slevin  1987 ), there 
is an explicit emphasis on business analysis, redesign of business processes, role of 
product champion, standardization, and effective communications, especially in the 
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context of the management of change (Nah et al.  2001 ; Sumner 1999; Umble et al. 
 2003 ). ERP implementations that span cross-cultural boundaries are faced with 
additional complexities often due to a cultural perception of key CSFs. Shanks et al. 
( 2000 ) reviewed the different emphasis given to specifi c CSFs in a case study of 
ERP implementations in Asia and Australia and highlighted the Asian organiza-
tions’ focus on technical issues, cautious approach to risk, and reduced importance 
of change management. This contrasts with the Australian organizations’ approach 
with less emphasis on technical factors and more focus on project champion and 
change management CSFs (Shanks et al.  2000 ). These factors highlight the cultural 
aspects of organizations and how this can have an impact on the project and change 
management approach to realizing success. 

 Although key sections of the literature have attempted to develop a  one-size-fi ts- 
all   set of CSFs suitable for any project across many genres, this poses a dilemma for 
practitioners and researchers alike. The bulk of the literature that has reviewed CSFs 
cites one of the key Pinto and Slevin papers (Pinto and Slevin  1987 ,  1988 ) or Belassi 
and Tukel ( 1996 ) and attempts to extend the recommended factors or develop addi-
tional factors with some studies including an empirical element to support the 
change of emphasis (Cooke-Davies  2002 ). It is not clear from the literature as to 
which set of CSFs would be appropriate, as many of the factors vary in content, 
scope, and relevance (Wateridge  1998 ). There is also a considerable overlap between 
many of the published CSF models and lists of factors, adding to the quandary of 
the project manager in their selection of appropriate CSFs (Fortune and White 
 2006 ). The literature is light on the empirical evidence to identify the key set of 
CSFs that are used on current projects and how CSFs are applied to different genre 
projects across varying organization sectors. This leaves the project manager 
exposed to the risk of selecting inappropriate success factors or having to tailor 
existing CSFs to suit the specifi c needs of the project.  

3.3     Project Success and Its Relationship with Project 
Management Success 

 The literature is divided on the applicability of dividing success into its project and 
project management components with many omitting to recognize any explicit sep-
aration between the factors (Belassi and Tukel  1996 ; DeLone and McLean 1992; 
Kliem and Ludin  1992 ; Pinto and Slevin  1988 ). The underlying premise of research-
ers differentiating between project success (the successful delivery of the project 
objectives) and project management success (time, cost, and quality success mea-
sures) is based on a theoretical concept that the two can result in very different 
outcomes. Distinction has been made between the terms, by describing each in the 
context of  hard  and  soft  dimensions with the  hard  described as the internal effi -
ciency-based measures or technical elements and  soft  being the people-oriented 
aspects (Shenhar et al.  2001 ). Researchers have differentiated between project 
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success and project management success by suggesting that good project manage-
ment effort should not be seen to be a guarantee for a successful project and, equally, 
that a successful project is not necessarily the result of good project management 
(de Wit  1988 ). Furthermore, success factors have been attributed in some studies to 
be specifi cally associated with the project, project management, or those factors 
attributed with delivering consistently successful projects as a means to highlight 
the different emphasis and drivers behind the factors (Cooke-Davies  2002 ). 
Baccarini ( 1999 ) subscribed to the separating of the concepts but referenced the 
term  product success  described as the successful delivery of a project’s fi nal prod-
ucts and asserted that, conceptually, the determination of project management suc-
cess disregards product success. It is reasonable to accept that the failure of project 
management could eventually lead to the ultimate failure of the project (unless the 
management failings were addressed in time to save the project) and the overall 
project could fail despite the implementation of successful project management (Ika 
 2009 ). Additionally, in a scenario where there exists a contractor undertaking the 
supplier role for a separate customer, it could be argued that the supplier project 
manager will be judged on the technical deliverables, i.e., delivering a profi table 
project rather than meeting the needs of the stakeholders. However, if the processes 
are in place within the project to formalize an agreed  acceptance criteria   with the 
key defi ned stakeholders that represent the delivery of the defi ned benefi ts, project 
and project management success should be closely aligned. 

 The practitioner guidance from PMBoK ®  and PRINCE2 ®  does not explicitly 
differentiate between project success and project management success (Project 
Management Institute  2014 ; OGC Group  2013 ) and one assumes an implicit 
acceptance that the standards assume good, well-executed project management 
will give the project the best chance of a successful outcome (Project Management 
Institute  2014 ). Although the literature has attempted to develop a reasonable 
argument to differentiate between project and project management success, the 
existing research has failed to empirically progress the debate with most papers 
articulating a conceptual acceptance of the two strands of emphasis (Ika  2009 ; 
Cooke-Davies  2002 ). The responsibility of the project manager is to deliver a suc-
cessful project in adherence to the defi ned project  acceptance criteria   as agreed 
among the stakeholders during project initiation (OGC Group  2013 ). If the project 
manager delivers a project that fulfi lls the technical criteria of time, cost, and qual-
ity but omits to satisfy key stakeholder requirements, then it seems reasonable to 
suggest that he has not delivered a successful project. Nor has he delivered suc-
cessful project management as he has failed to ensure stakeholder acceptance. 
Therefore, the attempt by some of the regularly cited literature to separate project 
from project manager success seems counterintuitive and a somewhat unnecessary 
separation of principles that is not empirically supported in the literature. Although 
not referenced in the previous studies, it could be argued that the differentiation in 
concepts is somewhat historical in context, in that the attributes of project success 
as set out in Cooke-Davies ( 2002 ) and de Wit ( 1988 ) are aligned with some of the 
concepts and principles set out in most change management standards.  

3.3 Project Success and Its Relationship with Project Management Success
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3.4     Project Management Performance and Project Success 

 The role of the project manager in the delivery of successful project outcomes is 
critical, especially in the current arena of large, complex technological projects that 
involve signifi cant change and mobilization of large amounts of resources. The lit-
erature highlights an immature understanding of the relationship between project 
manager performance and project success, lacking a more holistic performance 
assessment framework (Mir and Pinnington  2014 ). The success model outlined by 
Pinto and Slevin ( 1987 ), although not explicitly referencing the performance of the 
project manager as a distinct component, lists the attributes of performance within 
each factor and exposes performance attributes within the  troubleshooting  factor. 
Success factors relating to project manager performance are an integral part of the 
Belassi and Tukel’s ( 1996 ) success framework where the project manager is judged 
on  ability to delegate authority, ability to trade off, ability to coordinate, perception 
of his role and responsibilities, competence, and commitment.  Project management 
performance success factors are referenced in Cooke-Davies ( 2002 ) in the context 
of performance against budget and schedule. These include risk management, stage 
management, scope management, and integrity of performance measurement base-
line . Studies have shown that successful project management is infl uenced by a 
wide spectrum of variables depending on project type and technological uncertainty, 
which, if neglected, could impact on successful outcomes (Shenhar et al.  2001 ). 
Project managers who are able to demonstrate leadership and sound judgment and 
possess the capability to deconstruct complex processes into simple understandable 
tasks have a greater chance of success (Standish Group  2013 ). 

 There is a general consensus in the literature that the traditional technical mea-
sures of success, namely, time, cost, and quality, are inadequate (Atkinson  1999 ; 
Baker et al.  1983 ; de Wit  1988 ; Jugdev and Müller 2005; Sauer  1993 ; Shenhar et al. 
 2001 ), leading to the inclusion of stakeholder success criteria in the overall success 
framework. One of the consequences of increased success criteria is the additional 
performance measures placed on the project manager in the overall assessment of 
project success and the complexities inherent in a more subjective set of criteria 
(Bryde  2008 ). The performance of the project manager has been analyzed in Bryde 
( 2003 ), where the study presents the Project Management Performance Assessment 
(PMPA) model as a framework for identifying characteristics of high performing 
and low performing project management. The PMPA model contains six elements: 
 PM leadership, PM staff, PM policy and strategy, PM partnerships and resources, 
project life cycle management processes, and PM key performance indicators  
(Bryde  2003 ). Subsequent empirical studies (Mir and Pinnington  2014 ; Qureshi 
et al.  2009 ) have reviewed the PMPA model and have identifi ed a positive and sig-
nifi cant impact on project management performance and associated probabilities of 
successful project outcomes. 

 The study of project actualities in the context of the practitioners’ work and per-
formance and the subsequent impact on success has not featured highly in the litera-
ture. Studies have historically omitted to focus much attention on the  management/
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leadership style, role, and function of the project manager (Söderlund  2004 ; Turner 
and Müller  2005 ), but these aspects could have a signifi cant bearing on project out-
comes both positively and negatively. This omission in the literature seems surpris-
ing given the large number of studies directly identifying project management as a 
key factor in the failure of projects (Avison and Wilson  2002 ; Brown and Jones 
 1998 ; Emam and Koru  2008 ; Gauld  2007 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; Nawi et al.  2011 ; Pan 
et al.  2008 ; Philip et al.  2009 ; Standing et al.  2006 ; Verner and Abdullah  2012 ; 
Verner et al.  2008 ). The Project Management Institute (PMI)-sponsored research 
undertaken by Turner and Müller ( 2005 ) reiterated the gap in the literature in the 
context of the impact and performance of the project manager. The study high-
lighted the importance of including the leadership style and competence of the proj-
ect manager as a success factor. Nixon et al. ( 2012 ) and Young ( 2005 ) argued that 
in the context of project outcomes, leadership and  top management support   are 
crucial to the success (or failure) of a project. Although limited due to the low 
response rate (25 participants), the study by Hyvari ( 2006 ) of Finland-based project 
managers highlighted the top critical project manager-related success factors as 
 commitment, ability to coordinate ,  and effective leadership . The study concluded 
that successful projects are led by project managers demonstrating a combination of 
technical, managerial, and leadership skills, aligned with the motivation of the proj-
ect team and strategic aspects of client interaction (Hyvari  2006 ). Studies have iden-
tifi ed that project managers who have delivered successful projects have been shown 
to exhibit positive leadership behaviors; these attributes can be viewed as being just 
as important as their project management skills (Sumner et al.  2006 ). 

 With the realization that many of the large-scale project failures have been attrib-
uted to management failure of some form (Scott and Vessey  2000 ), the performance 
of the project manager has been heavily criticized, thus leading to a greater scrutiny 
of practitioner  soft skills   and cognitive style to complement the traditional project 
management capability (Esa and Samad  2014 ). Project management success is as 
dependent upon people as it is on the relevant technical and functional skills (Project 
Management Institute  2014 ). Creasy and Anantatmula ( 2013 ) reviewed the perfor-
mance aspects of project managers in the context of their personality traits and their 
association with project outcomes, highlighting the need for greater application of 
soft skills and their potential impact on project success. Studies that have identifi ed 
links between soft skills and project success have concluded that these competen-
cies have an equal if not greater contribution to project success than the more stan-
dards based, technical and process related hard skills (Lechler and Dvir  2010 ; 
Müller and Turner  2007 ; Sumner et al.  2006 ).  

3.5     Top Management Support and the Role of the Sponsor 

 Industry-based empirical studies have highlighted the vital role of the sponsor in 
the success of projects and have identifi ed that an effective and supportive sponsor 
is the number one contributor to success (Prosci  2012 ). Based on a survey of 
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41 project managers, Keil et al. ( 1998 ) stated that the number one risk to project 
 success was a lack of top management commitment. Studies of IT professionals 
(Emam and Koru  2008 ; Lemon et al.  2002 ; Schmidt et al.  2001 ; Standing et al.  2006 ) 
highlight the major risks to projects from poor executive sponsorship where the exec-
utive was ineffective, lacked commitment to the project, or provided poor leadership 
and inadequate support. Nixon et al. ( 2012 ) and Young ( 2005 ) identifi ed that leader-
ship and  top management support   are critical to the success (or failure) of a project. 
The role of the project sponsor (or executive) in supporting the project within the 
organization is explicitly supported within the practitioner literature (OGC Group 
 2013 ; Project Management Institute  2014 ), in which the sponsor and executive are 
tasked with reinforcing commitment to the project and promoting the benefi ts the 
project will deliver. However, although limited studies have identifi ed top manage-
ment support as a prerequisite for project success (Dwivedi et al.  2015b ; Kearns 
 2007 ), the role of the project sponsor is an underresearched area with studies relying 
on lists of sponsor activities and confusing the terms sponsor and champion (Bryde 
 2008 ). The literature consistently references positive executive and senior manage-
ment support as a CSF (Clarke  1999 ; Davis  2014 ; Marnewick  2012 ), but fails to 
explicitly detail the sponsor contribution and association with project success. 
Suitable executive sponsors for a project within an organization may be reticent in 
undertaking the role if they feel they would not be associated with a successful out-
come. This may result in middle managers being allocated the role and their low level 
in the management hierarchy being a potential barrier to key resource allocation, 
stakeholder buy-in, and budget agreement for the project (Kerzner  2013 ). The links 
between sponsor activities and project success were studied in Bryde ( 2008 ), where 
238 UK-based practitioners were surveyed on their experiences and interactions with 
sponsors on their projects. The study results highlight that if organizations wish to 
maximize project success, the project sponsor role must be clearly defi ned, commu-
nicated, and aligned with appropriate training and development (Bryde  2008 ).  

3.6     Methodological Approaches to Success 

 It seems surprising that the project success literature in the defi nition of CSFs and 
their association with project success (Atkinson  1999 ; Belassi and Tukel  1996 ; 
Cooke-Davies  2002 ; Fortune and White  2006 ; Morris and Hough  1987 ; Pinto and 
Slevin  1987 ; Pinto and Prescott  1988 ) omits to make any explicit reference to proj-
ect management methodology and its contribution to success. One of the more 
recent and widely cited studies on projects and success factors—Cooke-Davies 
( 2002 )—makes reference to portfolio management practices and effective benefi ts 
delivery within the 12  real success factors , but not in the context of a project man-
agement methodology. This theme continues in Bryde ( 2003 ) where the presented 
PMPA model outlines  project life-cycle management processes , intimating some 
formality to the structure of managing the business process, but failing to outline 
any detail of a project methodology. Studies have suggested that the standardization 
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of project practices (Milosevic and Patanakul 2005; Toney and Powers 1997) and 
excellence in project management (Kerzner 1998) are key project success factors, 
but fall short in analyzing these aspects in the context of a formal project manage-
ment methodology and its contribution to success. 

 With the drive for organizations to train their project managers to practitioner 
level in one of the major standards, there is an underlying assumption that practitio-
ner professionalization would translate into signifi cant increases in project manager 
performance leading to successful project outcomes. However, the limited amount 
of research into this topic has identifi ed only a negligible statistical relationship 
between performance and adoption of standards (Crawford  2005 ). Studies have cat-
egorized the existing literature as being irrelevant, narrow in focus, or limited due to 
small sample size (Papke-Shields et al.  2010 ). Clearly, the literature has not focused 
on this area and is unable to signifi cantly contribute to the debate on whether project 
management standards and methodologies can contribute to successful project out-
comes. If the statistics on project delivery referenced within industry-based studies 
such as Standish Group ( 2013 ) are accepted as the defi nitive measure of poor proj-
ect performance, it is diffi cult to identify a clear  ROI   for the many years of increased 
emphasis on project training, certifi cation, and greater levels of practitioner 
professionalism.  

3.7     Change Management Infl uence on Project Success 

 The impacts of omitting the people aspects of project management have been out-
lined in numerous studies (Barker and Frolick  2003 ; Beynon-Davies  1995 ; 
Fitzgerald and Russo  2005 ; Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; 
McGrath  2002 ; Mitev  1996 ), highlighting instances where projects did not involve 
users at an early stage, suffered from poor communication with stakeholders and 
where projects failed to address the high levels of resistance from users. Project 
managers must address the social and political nature of organizational change and 
understand the complexities of user resistance and its impact on the success (or 
failure) of IS projects (Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ). 

 Projects that encourage the early engagement with stakeholders can increase 
the chances of success by mitigating user resistance issues further on in the project 
(Project Management Institute  2014 ). The changes to working practices and busi-
ness processes as a direct consequence of the project must be strategically man-
aged by the leadership team and sponsor. Sponsor-led initiatives that engender a 
culture receptive to change can prepare the ground for a successful project. 
Stakeholders need to be presented with a clear vision of the change to the organi-
zation and to be convinced of the need for the change. Success is better served 
where stakeholders are persuaded by the compelling arguments, rather than a 
forceful change to their working practices. The overall logic of the changes must 
be clearly articulated and understood to gain an acceptance momentum among the 
stakeholder community (Cameron and Green  2012 ). 

3.7 Change Management Infl uence on Project Success
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 In the context of factors that are deemed to be the greatest contributors to change 
management and, therefore, project success, Prosci ( 2012 ) highlighted the follow-
ing factors from a survey of 650 organizations:  appointment of a project sponsor 
who is visible and active, ensure open and frequent communication of the proposed 
change, apply a structured approach to change management, ensure that the project 
has fully funded dedicated change management resource, take steps to ensure the 
engagement and participation of stakeholders, ensure that middle management 
actively supports the changes.  Organizations that have developed high levels of 
maturity in the application of change management demonstrate an integrated 
approach to change and project management activities to deliver successful out-
comes (Prosci  2012 ).  

3.8     A Proposed Multifactor Success (MfS) Framework 

 Previous studies have developed extensive lists of CSFs in an attempt to defi ne the 
key components of successful projects (Belassi and Tukel  1996 ; Cooke-Davies  2002 ; 
Pinto and Prescott  1988 ; Pinto and Slevin  1987 ; Tukel and Rom  1998 ). The CSFs in 
each of these studies are presented as a set of criteria, which, if followed by the proj-
ect, could increase the likelihood of success. The literature has also focused on the 
importance of defi ning and agreeing success criteria in the context of acceptance of 
the project (Atkinson  1999 ; de Wit  1988 ; Ika  2009 ). Successful projects are depen-
dent on alignment with an appropriate set of CSFs with the delivery of the project, 
and associated capability in compliance with an agreed set of success criteria. The 
literature has attempted to develop various models or frameworks that represent the 
concepts of success (and failure) (Atkinson  1999 ; DeLone and McLean 1992, 2003; 
Fortune and White  2006 ) but has failed to adequately represent the key fact that an 
IS project will  almost never  fully satisfy all of the traditional measures of success. 
The reality is that in the delivery of IS projects, there is always some form of com-
promise and negotiation in the context of time, cost, quality, timescale of adoption, 
or the amount and scale of benefi ts that will be realized. These facts represent the 
organic nature of projects, highlighting that success is viewed very differently by 
stakeholder type and requires a set of interrelated and interdependent measures 
(Bryde and Robinson  2005 ; DeLone and McLean 1992; Rana et al.  2013 ,  2015a ,  b ). 

 The Multifactor Success (MfS) framework illustrated in Fig.  3.1  takes account of 
the increased emphasis on the stakeholder and benefi t realization components of 
success as highlighted in Cooke-Davies ( 2002 ) and DeLone and McLean (2003). 
The implementation section of the framework represents the project and change 
management facets of delivery, where success is infl uenced by the CSFs listed in 
studies such as Cooke-Davies ( 2002 ) and Fortune and White ( 2006 ). The separation 
of the project and change management aspects in the model highlights the different 
emphasis on these two areas and the implicit association between each section 
within the CSF literature. Studies have shown that success is signifi cantly  infl uenced 
by organizations that invest in the planning and effective management of the people 
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side of projects (Prosci  2012 ; Standish Group  2013 ). The post- implementation sec-
tion of the  MfS framework   represents a breakdown of each of the main success 
criteria components that have a signifi cant infl uence on success:

•      Level of adoption —acceptance of the system demonstrated by the timescale of 
actual take-up by users and the adherence to the changed working practices and 
procedures.  

•    Time, cost and quality —measurement of the technical or project management 
aspects of success.  

•    Benefi ts realized —fulfi llment of the benefi ts as outlined in the business case.    

 Each of these components has a signifi cant infl uence on outcomes where overall 
project success or failure can be judged by the inability of the project to fulfi ll the 
necessary criteria. The  MfS framework   illustrates the close links between each of 
the success criteria components, therefore highlighting the infl uence that each com-
ponent can have on the others in the framework. This is best demonstrated by 
exploring potential project outcomes. For example, a delivered system that has 
compromised on quality may have a direct impact on the level of  user adoption  ; a 
system delivered late may not accrue the level of benefi ts that were envisaged at the 
start of the project; a system that was delivered over budget requiring cost savings 
on training and reinforcement activities could have a direct impact on levels of 
adoption and realization of benefi ts. 
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  Fig. 3.1    Multifactor success framework       
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 The  MfS framework   illustrates the complexities of delivering project success and 
the multiplicity of factors that have a bearing on the criteria for successful out-
comes. The positioning of the  acceptance criteria   components within the post- 
project element of the model highlights the actuality fact that some aspects of 
success may only be realized weeks or months after a successful project delivery. 
Change needs to be sustained, aspects of adoption must be actively managed, sup-
port needs to be provided, and senior management must maintain the momentum 
while the benefi ts are still being accrued. Overall project success is further compli-
cated by the nuances of degrees of success within each of the MfS components. An 
organization may feel that the benefi ts of 100 % stakeholder adoption may outweigh 
the issues of a project delivered late with a signifi cant budget overspend. Success 
may also be recognized in instances where a system was not initially fully adopted 
by the stakeholders, but the majority of the benefi ts were realized in an acceptable 
time frame. The project acceptance criteria should clearly set out how success will 
be realized acknowledging that perceptions of success change throughout the proj-
ect lifecycle and, therefore, over time (Pinto and Prescott  1988 ). 

 We recognize that the presented  MfS framework   is a theoretical proposition that 
requires empirical validation. We encourage further research to qualify the frame-
work in the context of the current literature.  

3.9     Discussion and Concluding Points on Project Success 

 The literature has focused signifi cant effort in the identifi cation and measurement of 
project success but lacks consensus as to what constitutes project success (Atkinson 
 1999 ; Morris and Hough  1987 ; Müller and Judgev  2012 ; Pinto and Slevin  1988 ). 
Studies have presented models and frameworks that have been positioned as tools 
or instruments in the measurement of project success (Bannerman and Thorogood 
 2011 ; DeLone and McLean 1992; Howsawi and Eager  2014 ). However, project 
success is a complex and multifaceted concept. Different stakeholders can have 
diverse perceptions of success (de Wit  1988 ), and the evaluation of success may 
change over time (Baker et al.  1983 ). This presents a dichotomy for the project 
manager faced with numerous lists of success criteria, each offering a different 
insight into the key factors that will deliver success. These facts present major chal-
lenges to organizations highlighting the critical task of quantifying success criteria 
early in the project lifecycle to mitigate risks during implementation. 

 The development of a defi nitive set of project CSFs has been the subject of a 
number of studies (Belassi and Tukel  1996 ; Morris and Hough  1987 ; Pinto and 
Slevin  1987 ), in an attempt to present a set of success factors that can be used by 
project managers as a mechanism for implementing successful projects. The litera-
ture acknowledges the transition from a technical or hard factors perspective to a 
more inclusive set of CSFs that include benefi ts delivery and an emphasis on 
 stakeholder satisfaction, leading to increased levels of  user adoption   (Atkinson 
 1999 ; Cooke-Davies  2002 ; Dwivedi et al.  2015b ; Fortune and White  2006 ; 
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Hyvari  2006 ; Müller and Judgev  2012 ; Turner  2009 ). The selection of an appropri-
ate set of CSFs is problematic in that the bulk of the literature offers a  one-size-fi ts-
all  set of CSFs that may not be appropriate or even relevant for certain project types. 
The net effect of this is the risk that project managers may choose an inappropriate 
set of factors, or having to heavily tailor a perceived  best-fi t  set of CSFs that may 
lead to negative outcomes. 

 Key Points for Practitioners 

•     Top management support is a prerequisite for successful projects.  
•   A framework of CSFs can be used as a guideline or checklist to ensure the 

bases are covered as the project progresses through its lifecycle.  
•   Ensuring the project formally defi nes its acceptance and success criteria as 

an early stage activity can help to mitigate any ambiguity during delivery.  
•   Formal project standards and methods provide structure to the manage-

ment of a project, but success will require the pragmatic application of any 
guidance to take account of the culture and maturity of the organization.  

•   Applying change management principles to a project can address resis-
tance and ease the path to adoption.    

   The literature has attempted to defi ne the key factors for project success based 
upon empirical studies of projects that were delivered and deemed to be successful 
from the organization perspective and those based on fulfi llment of  acceptance cri-
teria   and delivery of benefi ts. Studies have also included the survey of key stakehold-
ers that have been involved in the delivery of successful projects from the project and 
end user perspectives. However, there are fundamental limitations with this approach. 
Where a project is deemed to be a success, it is left to the project manager or other 
stakeholders to set out what they view as the key reasons for that success. The proj-
ect manager might make the case for the adherence to a formal project management 
methodology and the end user may highlight the key success factors as the involve-
ment of the stakeholder community at an early stage. Each may be correct, but it is 
based on their personal perceptions of the reasons for success. The success compo-
nents as listed in DeLone and McLean (1992) highlight the key areas that organiza-
tions can use to measure success. However, pinpointing the key aspects of the project 
that signifi cantly contributed to its success is based on individual interpretation and 
personal bias. Weight may be attached to key CSFs where project participant views 
are surveyed and the data supports the numerical signifi cance of a set of factors over 
others, for example, the contribution of the dynamic sponsor or the coworking of the 
project and stakeholder team. However, the views on success are still based on indi-
vidual perspectives and are by their very nature subjective. 

 The performance of project managers has been implicitly assessed within a num-
ber of studies (Belassi and Tukel  1996 ; Cooke-Davies  2002 ; Pinto and Slevin  1987 ) 
and explicitly in Bryde ( 2003 ) as part of the PMPA model that presents a mecha-
nism for assessing project management performance within projects. Although 
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studies such as Hyvari ( 2006 ) have identifi ed the multi-skillset requirements of 
project managers who deliver successful projects, the literature has largely omitted 
to focus on the actual work, performance, and leadership style of the project man-
ager (Söderlund  2004 ; Turner and Müller  2005 ), ignoring the potential impact on 
project outcomes (Nixon et al.  2012 ; Young  2005 ). The personality traits of success-
ful project managers have been analyzed in some studies (Creasy and Anantatmula 
 2013 ), highlighting the need for greater application of  soft skills  . This stance is 
supported by the literature with some studies concluding that these competencies 
have an equal if not greater contribution to project success than traditional skillsets 
(Lechler and Dvir  2010 ; Müller and Turner  2007 ; Sumner et al.  2006 ). 

 The literature reinforces the view that one of the key factors for successful proj-
ects is the support of top management and an effective and engaged project sponsor 
(Clarke  1999 ; Davis  2014 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; Marnewick  2012 ; Prosci  2012 ; Standish 
Group  2013 ). However, although some studies have explored the interactions with 
project sponsors (Bryde  2008 ), the academic literature has not focused much atten-
tion on the sponsor contribution in any detail to provide insight into the main attri-
butes of the role linked with project success. 

 Organizations that embrace a formal project management methodology do so, 
with the expectation that this will increase the chances of project success. However, 
if the adoption of standards yields only negligible results (Crawford  2005 ), organi-
zations must question their commitment and investment in formal methods. 

 This section has exposed a number of areas in the literature that would benefi t 
from further research. The key topics are outlined in the highlighted box below: 

 Recommendations for Future Research 

     1.    Studies have identifi ed the issues defi ning success on projects (Atkinson 
 1999 ; Morris and Hough  1987 ; Müller and Judgev  2012 ; Pinto and Slevin 
 1988 ), but there is little research that has identifi ed the issues this presents 
on the ground to organizations in actuality. Do organizations reach a con-
sensus or pragmatic view on associating success on projects? Is this an 
academic argument in that organizations are predominantly focused on the 
delivery of benefi ts in adherence to agreed acceptance criteria?   

   2.    The literature has focused on the identifi cation of CSFs that are presented 
as a set of key guidelines to better assure project success. But what are the 
tangible reasons for success on projects? Is it methodology or the soft 
skills of the project manager? Is it both and more? The studies that have 
focused on project success have an inherent fl aw, in that they are based on 
the subjective view of the people who participated in the case study. A spe-
cifi c group of stakeholders may have a strong view of why a particular 
project was a success, but the project manager may have a completely dif-
ferent view; both may be right or both may be wrong. Can research in this 
area identify a different view, perspective, or methodology to be applied to 
academic analysis of project outcomes to reduce the subjectivity in the 
defi nition of project success?   

(continued)
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   This section has reviewed the principles associated with project success, high-
lighting the key factors that studies have presented to align projects with successful 
outcomes. The literature has emphasized the importance of an increased focus on 
the people side of project management as part of the overall project CSFs. A frame-
work for the categorization of success has been presented to illustrate some of many 
facets of success. The section has highlighted the problems some organizations have 
encountered in defi ning success and the importance of defi ning success criteria at 
the beginning of the project. 

   3.    The increased focus on the people side of projects has been a key feature 
of the academic literature. However, the contribution of change manage-
ment to the overall success of projects has not been widely researched. 
Empirical academic study is needed to substantiate the industry-based 
studies such as Prosci ( 2012 ) to quantify the impact that change manage-
ment has had on project success.     

  Chapter   4     presents the processes and practices undertaken in the management of 
projects and the performance aspects of project management. Methodology and 
standards are also included as are the actualities of delivering projects in the real 
world.       

 Summary of Key Points 

•     Project success is a complex and multifaceted concept.  
•   Defi ning success criteria at the start of the project can mitigate the risk of 

not agreeing success during implementation.  
•   CSFs have evolved from the traditional technical aspects to include people- 

related factors that represent adoption and benefi ts realization.  
•   Pinpointing the exact reasons for the success of a project is inherently sub-

jective in that the success factors are the product of stakeholder opinion.  
•   Studies have attached an equal weighting between  soft skills   and the tradi-

tional technical skills of project managers in the context of delivering suc-
cessful projects.  

•   Project success is more likely if the sponsor is engaged with the project and 
visible to the stakeholders.  

•   Organizations must be wary of assuming that the adoption of a specifi c 
methodology will result in project success.    

3.9 Discussion and Concluding Points on Project Success
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    Chapter 4   
 Project Management Processes and Practice       

              In the last section, we covered the issues in contextualizing project success and 
some of the key critical success factors that have been presented in the literature. We 
now turn our attention to project management and highlight some of the key areas 
in standards, performance, and approach. The initial section of this section describes 
two of the main standards used for the management of IS projects in particular the 
PMBoK ®  and PRINCE2 ® . The key contents of both standards are discussed in terms 
of content and performance based on the available literature. The section then pro-
gresses to discuss the actualities of project management and some of the complexi-
ties of project delivery. 

4.1     Project Standards and the Body of Knowledge 

 The practitioner guidance on the defi nition of a project has been described as a tem-
porary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result, framed by 
a defi ned beginning and end date (OGC Group  2013 ; Project Management Institute 
 2014 ). Whereas project management is defi ned as the planning, delegation, moni-
toring, and control of the project to achieve the defi ned objectives within the con-
straints of time, cost, quality, scope, benefi ts, and risk (OGC Group  2013 ; Project 
Management Institute  2014 ). These defi nitions have been subject to slight variation 
in the academic literature, but the basic premise of a temporary organization created 
to deliver a product or products and the formal management of that delivery to 
defi ned success criteria runs through most of the defi nitions. 

 The main formal structured project management standards used by organizations 
for the management of projects are PRINCE2 ®  and PMBoK ® . The Association for 
Project Management (APM) also publishes a Body of Knowledge (BoK) that sup-
ports mainly UK-based project managers, but for the purposes of this book, we will 
make reference to the Project Management Institute published PMBoK ® . The Offi ce 
for Government and Commerce (OGC) in the UK is responsible for the development 
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and ongoing improvements to PRINCE2 ®  with input from outside contributors from 
academia and industry. The practitioner accreditation function is performed by 
Accrediting Professional Managers Globally (APMG). The PMBoK ®  is developed 
and published by the PMI and is positioned as the global standard for project man-
agement. An agile approach to the management of projects (Agile Project 
Management) has recently emerged from the collaboration between the APMG and 
the Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) consortium. The method is 
positioned as a standard that embraces the iterative benefi ts of an agile approach 
with adequate levels of structure to provide management control and oversight. This 
new standard is positioned as either a stand-alone method or one that can work 
alongside standards such as PRINCE2 ® , but to date there is little academic analysis 
of the approach to gauge its effectiveness in the delivery of successful projects. 

 PRINCE2 ®  is structured around four integrated elements:  principles ,  themes , 
 processes , and the  tailoring  of the method. The  principles  set out a framework of 
best practice for the project, the  themes  describe the integrated aspects of the project 
that must be continually addressed throughout the project, the  processes  are a set of 
activities that need to be incorporated to direct, manage, and deliver a project, and 
 tailoring  is the fl exible application of the method. The concept surrounding the 
mandatory use of the PRINCE2 ®   principles  is the provision of a framework that 
project managers follow while being pragmatic in the application of the method so 
as not to get caught up with high levels of process and documentation on projects 
that do not require it. For a project to be described as a PRINCE2 ®  project, all of the 
seven principles must be employed (OGC Group  2013 ). 

 The seven PRINCE2 ®   principles  listed within (OGC Group  2013 ) highlight:

•     Continued Business Justifi cation : importance of not embarking on a project that 
does not have a business case and for the business case to be valid throughout the 
project.  

•    Learn from Experience : learning the lessons from previous projects.  
•    Defi ned Roles and Responsibilities : formal defi nition of roles and responsibili-

ties for the key stakeholder groupings of business, user, and supplier.  
•    Manage by Stages : management and planning of the project by stages to provide 

greater control and ease of monitoring.  
•    Manage by Exception : management by exception within predefi ned limits of tol-

erance to enable appropriate governance without micromanaging of the project 
by the organization executive.  

•    Focus on Products : focus on product delivery to agreed quality rather than 
activity- oriented tasks.  

•    Tailor to Suit the Project Environment : tailoring of the method to suit the organi-
zations and projects needs.    

 The PRINCE2 ®   themes  of  business case, organization, quality, plans, risk, 
change , and  progress  are positioned as the aspects of project management that must 
be addressed continually throughout the project. All seven themes must be applied 
in a PRINCE2 ®  project, but need to be tailored to suit the complexity and scale of the 
project. The emphasis on the importance of the business case is a key principle of the 
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PRINCE2 ®  standard ensuring that the project manager and the project executive 
revisit the justifi cation and defi ned benefi ts periodically throughout the project at the 
end of each management stage. Each of the  themes  has a number of products (tan-
gible outputs or deliverables) with responsibilities for creation and monitoring rele-
vant to project role. PRINCE2 ®   processes  detail the set of activities to direct, manage, 
and deliver a project based on defi ned inputs and outputs (OGC Group  2013 ). 

 Each of the PRINCE2 ®   processes  listed within (OGC Group  2013 ) from  starting 
a project  through to the fi nal  closing a project  details the objective, purpose, and 
responsibilities for producing and maintaining each of the deliverables at each stage 
of the project. The processes are separated into three levels of control processes: 
 directing ,  managing , and  delivering  and four project life-cycle processes:  starting up 
a project ,  initiating a project ,  managing a stage boundary , and  closing a project :

•     Stating up a project : ascertaining if the project is worthwhile with a clear busi-
ness justifi cation.  

•    Directing a project : governance and authorization responsibilities of the project 
board ensuring accountability is in place while delegating day-to-day manage-
ment of the project to the project manager.  

•    Initiating a project : develop the understanding required to quantify the work that 
needs to be done to deliver the required products before committing to signifi -
cant spend.  

•    Controlling a stage : project management responsibilities for the work required 
for the stage within agreed tolerance limits.  

•    Managing product delivery : responsibilities for the creation and delivery of the 
defi ned products coordinated by the team manager and reporting to the project 
manager.  

•    Managing a stage boundary : executed toward the end of each management stage 
to ensure the project board has suffi cient information to review the current stage 
progress and authorize the next stage.  

•    Closing a project : defi nes a clear end to the project and formalizes a review point 
in the context of benefi ts and verifi cation of acceptance of project.    

 The  tailoring  aspects of the PRINCE2 ®  refer to the adaptation and application of 
the method on large and small projects to suit the environment of the organization, 
while attempting to continue providing appropriate levels of control and gover-
nance. The guidance warns of the inappropriate tailoring of the method where key 
elements are omitted, leading to a fl awed implementation of PRINCE2 ®  (OGC 
Group  2013 ). Organizations that implement PRINCE2 ® , but do not tailor the method 
appropriately, risk initiating an overburdened, overmanaged project. The key ethos 
behind the  tailoring  of the method is that each of the PRINCE2 ®   principles  and 
 themes  must be implemented, but the adaptation can be adjusted to suit the project 
size and scope. The guidance gives some examples of tailoring, i.e., oral reports to 
the project board, email instead of formal reports, skipping the creation of the 
 project brief, project manager undertaking the role of project support and team 
member, and simplifi ed business case that includes project justifi cation (OGC 
Group  2013 ). 

4.1 Project Standards and the Body of Knowledge
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 The PRINCE2 ®  guidance within (OGC Group  2013 ) includes a disclaimer that it 
does not cover all aspects of project management highlighting that a number of 
areas are deliberately considered to be out of scope:

•     Specialist products : this includes procurement, organizational change manage-
ment, software development methods and standards, and test management 
methods.  

•    Detailed techniques : planning and control techniques, e.g., earned value and 
critical path analysis.  

•    Leadership capability : style and motivational aspects of leadership.    

 Although not explicitly referenced in the PRINCE2 ®  text, the guidance also 
excludes any contract or fi nancial management aspects, cultural issues within the 
organization, political, and  user adoption   factors (OGC Group  2013 ). The framing 
of these exclusions can be considered from different perspectives depending on how 
PRINCE2 ®  is viewed and the experience of the practitioner or organization that 
intends to utilize the method. It could be argued that excluding these elements is 
reasonable, in that it is unrealistic to expect the method to cover all areas of project 
management. However, a different view is that organizations choose a method such 
as PRINCE2 ®  to help them deliver successful projects. If the method deliberately 
excludes key areas such as change management, leadership style, interpersonal 
skills, and so on, then the method could be described as incomplete. 

 PRINCE2 ®  advocates the analysis of and engagement with stakeholders. The 
guidance includes some basic elements of change management within the  organiza-
tion  theme as part of the  communications management strategy,  produced during 
project initiation. The product defi nes the communication needs for the project and 
the means and frequency of the communication (OGC Group  2013 ). However, the 
guidance also references stakeholders in the context of analyzing resistance, i.e., 
stakeholders who see the project as a threat, those who support or oppose the proj-
ect, and those users who can act as blockers to the project and its progress (OGC 
Group  2013 ). Therefore, PRINCE2 ®  recognizes the importance of stakeholder anal-
ysis and communication providing some high-level guidance. However, it fails to 
provide any detail on mitigating or managing user resistance and omits any refer-
ence to direct the practitioner to a suitable change management method for more 
specialized guidance. It is not clear from the PRINCE2 ®  standard where the bound-
ary lines are in terms of what is in and out of scope. It is unclear at what stage the 
practitioner needs to look elsewhere for more specifi c guidance for the areas not 
covered by PRINCE2 ® . Furthermore, in the context of project failure, specifi cally 
UK public sector IS failure, studies have shown that projects have failed for a num-
ber of reasons (Bronte-Stuart  2009 ), many of which are the areas specifi cally 
excluded from PRINCE2 ® . Assuming that the majority of these IS failures are 
PRINCE2 ®  projects (PRINCE2 ®  is mandated for UK public sector projects), this 
suggests a gap exists in either the content of the method or how it is applied. A 
thorough and successful application of the PRINCE2 ®  standard on a failed IS proj-
ect will still be judged as a failure regardless of the reasons for failure and whether 
those reasons are excluded from the standard. 

4 Project Management Processes and Practice
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 The fi fth edition of the PMBoK ®  is structured around a list of ten knowledge 
areas and fi ve process groups that are centered on the concept of  good practice  in 
the context of application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques developed to 
increase the likelihood of project success (Project Management Institute  2014 ). The 
fi ve PMBoK ®  process groups are  initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and 
control, and closing . Each of the processes is positioned as a set of interrelated 
actions and activities with inputs and outputs that are required to create a specifi ed 
product, service, or result. Project processes generally fall within the two major 
categories of  project management- based   processes and  product-oriented  processes. 
The former deals with the skills and capabilities required for the knowledge areas 
and the latter describes the details surrounding product creation and delivery. The 
process groups are linked via the outputs they produce to form a project lifecycle 
spanning the start and end of a project. The process groups are not intended to be 
aligned with the project lifecycle but would normally be repeated for each of the 
standard life-cycle phases such as feasibility, design, or test (Project Management 
Institute  2014 ). 

 The PMBoK ®  knowledge areas within (Project Management Institute  2014 ) are:

•     Project integration management : the management of the interdependencies 
between the various processes and activities that form the project management 
process groups.  

•    Project scope management : processes to control the requirements and subsequent 
work required to successfully complete the project. When the project scope is base-
lined, all subsequent changes will be carried out under formal change control.  

•    Project time management:  processes required to complete the project within the 
agreed time constraints.  

•    Project cost management : processes that manage the planning estimation and 
control of project costs and agreed budget.  

•    Project quality management : processes that defi ne, control, and validate the 
quality aspects of the projects deliverables.  

•    Project human resources management : processes that identify, organize, and 
manage the project team and its performance.  

•    Project communication management : processes for the identifi cation, planning, 
and control of appropriate and effective stakeholder communications on the 
project.  

•    Project risk management : processes for the identifi cation, quantifying, and man-
agement of risks on the project.  

•    Project procurement management:  processes for the purchase of products and 
services required by the project to include any subsequent contract management 
directly linked to the procurement activity.  

•    Project stakeholders management : processes for the identifi cation, engagement, 
and management of stakeholders that could be impacted by the project. Includes 
the management of any resistance and adoption issues.    

 Each of the knowledge areas has a matrix relationship with the process groups 
for the defi nition of specifi c processes. For example, the project scope management 
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knowledge area covers the process: 5.1 plan scope management and the process: 
5.2 collect requirements. These two processes have a matrix relationship to the 
planning process group. The complete set of the 47 PMBoK ®  processes follow the 
same format and are aligned with the relevant knowledge areas and process group 
(Project Management Institute  2014 ). 

 The PMBoK ®  is not prescriptive, in that it is not designed to provide the project 
manager with a step-by-step methodology to manage a project. The standard is 
structured around a number of key knowledge areas and relies on the project man-
ager to defi ne or apply a suitable set of processes or method to provide structure to 
the project (Project Management Institute  2014 ). The PMBoK ®  specifi cally excludes 
guidance on project portfolio management and program management, but identifi es 
the key texts to consult for further guidance on these two areas. The PMBoK ®  posi-
tions itself as a  good practice  guide for project managers and not a methodology, 
highlighting that methodologies such as PRINCE2 ® , agile, or other approaches can 
be used (Project Management Institute  2014 ). However, there are diffi culties with 
this, in that PRINCE2 ®  and PMBoK ®  use different terminology in a number of 
areas, i.e.,  project initiation document  and  stages —PRINCE2 ® ,  project charter  and 
 phases —PMBoK ® . The standards also overlap each other with alternative 
approaches to project organization structure, emphasis on key role of business case, 
governance, and approaches to stakeholder management. It is not clear from the 
practitioner perspective on where the PMBoK ®  guidance ends and where the project 
manager needs to look elsewhere for a more detailed information on key sections of 
the project. The project stakeholder management knowledge area within the 
PMBoK ®  references key change management aspects such as building trust, resolv-
ing confl ict, active listening, and overcoming resistance to change (Project 
Management Institute  2014 ). However, the standard does not provide the necessary 
detail to formally manage these aspects. The PMBoK ®  would perhaps better serve 
the needs of practitioners by explicitly referencing external guidance on topics such 
as the complexities of user resistance, allocation of resources for change manage-
ment in the context of  ROI  , organizational  change maturity  ,  user adoption  , and sus-
taining the change brought about by project implementation.  

4.2     Project Methodology and Project Performance 

 The analysis of project management standards and specifi c methodological 
approaches in the context of contribution to successful project outcomes has largely 
been omitted from the literature. The lack of academic focus on PRINCE2 ®  in par-
ticular is surprising given that it is the standard mandated for most UK public sector 
IS projects and that the literature highlights numerous large public sector IS failures 
over many years (Beynon-Davies  1995 ; Fitzgerald and Russo  2005 ; McGrath  2002 ; 
Warne and Hart  1997 ). PRINCE2 ®  has been criticized by practitioners for the weak-
nesses of its risk management process, lacking suffi cient detail in the estimation and 
impact of project risk (Elkington and Smallman  2002 ). Studies have also criticized 
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the unwieldy nature of PRINCE2 ®  and its overreliance on high levels of documen-
tation (White and Fortune  2002 ), although the standard attempts to mitigate this by 
emphasizing the importance of tailoring the method to suit the application. 

 The failed projects analyzed in Avison and Wilson ( 2002 ) and Beynon-Davies 
( 1995 ) have highlighted that either no formal methodology was applied, or one was 
used but not applied correctly. The root cause analysis of the project failures out-
lined by Gauld ( 2007 ), Mitev ( 1996 ), Pan et al. ( 2008 ), and Verner and Abdullah 
( 2012 ) implicitly references the characteristics of a project management methodol-
ogy but omit any discussion on the application of standards or methods. Agile meth-
ods are referenced in Standish Group ( 2013 ), but only in the context of running 
small projects to potentially deliver in shorter timescales. Specifi c aspects of project 
management methodology are referenced in some studies (Dwivedi et al.  2013b ; 
Heeks  2002 ; Keider  1974 ; Nelson  2007 ), i.e., risk management, requirements man-
agement, and user resistance. However, these studies omit to reference a formal 
methodological approach to project management or application of project manage-
ment standards. The public sector project failure as outlined by Warne and Hart 
( 1997 ) highlighted that modern project management techniques were used on the 
project, yet failure still occurred. The study omits to indicate if the standard itself 
was the problem or the expertise of the project management team was at fault in the 
application of the standard. Poor project management is a frequently cited failure 
factor. It is listed in a number of studies of IS failure (Brown and Jones  1998 ; Emam 
and Koru  2008 ; Gauld  2007 ; Keil et al.  1998 ; Nawi et al.  2011 ; Pan et al.  2008 ). 
However, studies omit to indicate if these failings are methodology based in terms 
of how the methodology was applied or if the failings were a direct result of the 
project manager not undertaking his or her duties effectively. This is a key point in 
terms of the direction of further academic research, in that failure could be a direct 
result of the method itself and its suitability for the project therefore, highlighting 
perhaps some key gaps in the standard. Alternatively, the personality, leadership, or 
ability of the project manager could be a signifi cant factor behind the failure regard-
less of the method used. 

 It is assumed that organizations adopting a formal project management method-
ology do so, with the expectation that this will increase the chances of project suc-
cess. However, if the adherence to standards yields only negligible results, 
organizations must question their commitment and investment in project manage-
ment methods and standards (Crawford  2005 ). The push toward the greater profes-
sionalizing of the industry over the last three decades, driven by the main project 
management standards bodies, does not seem to have had a dramatic impact on the 
successful outcomes of large complex IS projects (Standish Group  2013 ). The link 
between project management standards and successful project outcomes is an 
under-researched area requiring further academic analysis to quantify the 
 contribution from the adoption of formal project management methods. Additionally, 
the claims of ease of integration of PRINCE2 ®  and agile within PMBoK ®  and agile 
with PRINCE2 ®  as a unifi ed method to better assure successful outcomes are yet to 
be conclusively tested via academic study.  
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4.3     The Actualities of Project Management and Delivery 

 The literature has historically omitted to focus much attention on the everyday 
experiences of project managers attempting to deliver projects within industry—the 
so-called   actuality of projects   . Projects are inherently complex, not just in the tech-
nical sense, but in the context of differing social constructs as well as their political 
and organizational focus within an organization. Project actuality emphasizes an 
understanding of the lived experience of people involved with projects encompass-
ing a real-world view of the decisions and behaviors that are subject to continuous 
change (Cicmil et al.  2006 ). The key aims for the detailed analysis of project actual-
ity are to provide a new perspective, and an alternative account of what project 
managers do in real-life project situations, and to explore the skills and knowledge 
of practitioners in action (Cicmil et al.  2006 ). Insights from the practitioner perspec-
tive can provide feedback on the practical aspects of implementing formal stan-
dards, methods, frameworks, or models and the applicability or limitations of 
academic theorization (Winter et al.  2006a ). There is a tangible gap between the 
narrative-based frameworks, models, bodies of knowledge, and standards in project 
management and the implementation environment of real people working within a 
mixed social and cultural organization with political constraints and complexities. 

 Formal project management has now become the dominant model within indus-
try for strategic implementation, business improvement, and transformation proj-
ects. Nonetheless, the conceptual base of project management has been criticized 
for its lack of relevance to practice (Cooke-Davies  2002 ; Kloppenborg and Opfer 
 2002 ). The  Rethinking Project Management   (RPM) initiative was formed to address 
the growing critique that project management required a new perspective to incor-
porate other disciplines to enrich and extend the fi eld beyond its current intellectual 
foundations (Winter et al.  2006a ). At its onset the RPM network attracted academ-
ics from 15 universities around the world together with senior practitioners from the 
public and private sectors aiming to create an interdisciplinary network of academ-
ics, researchers, and practitioners interested in developing the fi eld of project man-
agement and extending the body of research beyond its current foundations. The 
RPM network developed a list of key topics that formed the agreed basis for direc-
tions for future research (Winter et al.  2006a ):

•     Life-cycle model of projects and PM  toward  theories of the complexity of projects 
and PM —the need for multiple images to inform and guide action at all levels in 
the management of projects rather than a reliance on the classic life-cycle model.  

•    Projects as instrumental processes  toward  projects as social processes —moving 
from the traditional sequence of production-oriented tasks to be performed to a 
project that focuses on social interaction among people taking account of the 
social agenda and practices stakeholder relations, politics, and power.  

•    Product creation as the prime focus  toward value  creation —the temporary pro-
duction or improvement to a product leading toward concepts and frameworks 
where value creation is the key factor.  
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•    Narrow conceptualization of projects toward a broader conceptualization of 
projects —moving away from concepts and methodologies that start from a well- 
defi ned objective toward an approach that facilitates a broader conceptualization 
of projects acknowledging the multidisciplinary nature and multiple purposes of 
projects where the scope is not always predefi ned.  

•    Practitioners as trained technicians toward practitioners as refl ective practitio-
ners —where practitioners have traditionally followed detailed procedures pre-
scribed by project management methods toward a culture of developing refl ective 
practitioners who can learn and adapt effectively in complex project environ-
ments through experience, intuition, and application of theory in practice.    

 Key Points for Practitioners 

•     Learn the lessons from past projects; most if not all of the issues that may 
affect your project will have occurred before.  

•   Expect changes to requirements and plan for them especially on long lead- 
time projects.  

•   The application of a selected set of standards, methodology, or body of 
knowledge by itself cannot guarantee success. Look outside of the method 
and incorporate the necessary aspects that are not included.  

•   Tailor the selected method to suit the context of the project within the 
organization.  

•   Look beyond the traditional elements of time, costs, and quality to include 
more of the  soft skills  elements that can make the difference between suc-
cess and failure.  

•   The reality of managing projects extends far beyond the standards guid-
ance or the training manual. Don’t underestimate the contribution of 
experience.  

•   Other factors that are outside of the conventional project management 
sphere of infl uence can have a signifi cant impact on outcomes. Political, 
cultural, and social issues may affect the project and can’t be ignored.    

   Winter et al. ( 2006a ,  b ) contextualized the refl ective practitioner concept by 
highlighting that project managers need to operate effectively in the so-called 
 swampy lowlands  of projects and that current training and development tends to 
center on particular products such as PRINCE2 ®  rather than emphasizing the role of 
people in project success. Cicmil et al. ( 2006 ) hypothesized that a better under-
standing of project actuality and the complex social processes that occur at various 
levels of project working could enhance the intellectual foundations of the project 
management fi eld. The study characterized actuality research as focusing on  social 
process  and how practitioners think in action considering issues such as complexity, 
power, intuition, decision-making collaborative working, learning and communica-
tion, and the relationship between agency and structure in the local context (Cicmil 
et al.  2006 ). Researching the  actuality of projects   entails the collecting, analyzing, 
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and disseminating of knowledge about people working in the project environment 
and their interaction with technologies, processes, methods, and each other (Winter 
et al.  2006a ). 

 The pressures inherent within the project environment especially in the context 
of large and complex projects with numerous elements and interdependencies 
within multifaceted organizations highlight the high levels of uncertainty that proj-
ect managers are faced with in the delivery of change in organizations. The conven-
tional approach of applying project bodies of knowledge and formal methodologies 
to the management of projects is by no means a guarantee of success (Crawford 
 2005 ), indicating that other factors are infl uential on outcomes. These factors may 
be political, environmental, technical, or cultural in nature and perhaps refl ect an 
actuality fact that the early phase eliciting of requirements and planning are inher-
ently fallible and do not refl ect the natural emergence of projects in the real world 
(Cicmil et al.  2006 ). Future success relies on project managers looking outside the 
structure of the chosen project methodology to develop an understanding of how to 
contextualize the approach to cater for the actualities of the project. 

 This section has highlighted a number of areas in the literature that would benefi t 
from further academic research. The key topics are outlined in the highlighted box 
below: 

 Recommendations for Future Research 

     1.    The PRINCE2 ®  method does not provide any guidance outside of the time, 
cost, and quality criteria omitting any people, leadership, or cultural 
aspects to project delivery. How do project managers bridge the gap in 
delivering successful projects? Is PRINCE2 ®  supplemented with any spe-
cifi c practices or methods that have been shown to complement the method 
and support the elements not catered for in the delivery of successful out-
comes? Research into these practices could yield valuable information on 
how the method is applied in practice.   

   2.    The PMBoK ®  references the applicability of the guidance to be integrated 
with PRINCE2 ®  or agile-based methods, but how successful is this in prac-
tice? How do project managers deal with the different use of terminology 
and the numerous overlaps in guidance?   

   3.    The conventional approach of applying project bodies of knowledge and 
formal methodologies to the management of projects does not necessarily 
translate to a successful project (Crawford  2005 ). Why is this the case? Is 
the wrong method used or is it how the method was applied?   

   4.    Studies have hypothesized that a better understanding of project actuality 
and the complex social processes can enhance the intellectual foundations 
of project management (Cicmil et al.  2006 ), yet the training of practitio-
ners omits many of these areas. Further research in this area could help to 
build a case for proposing a more rounded realistic practitioner path that 
refl ects what really takes place within projects.     
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   This section has detailed the key components of project management and high-
lighted the use of standards and the performance aspects of project managers in 
delivering projects. The practicalities of managing projects are also covered in the 
context of highlighting the actualities of delivering projects within organizations.  

 Summary of Key Points 

•     De facto project management standards do not contain all the guidance 
required to deliver a successful project.  

•   Conventional project management has been criticized in some studies for 
its lack of relevance to what actually happens on the ground within 
organizations.  

•   The  actuality of projects   is a key area of research providing insights into 
the practical application of project management standards.  

•   Large and complex projects with numerous elements and interdependen-
cies within multifaceted organizations highlight the uncertainty that project 
managers are faced with in the delivery of change within organizations.  

•   Project managers need to have the skills to operate effectively in a multi-
tude of environments that requires a skillset that exceeds the current train-
ing and development requirements.    

 Chapter   5     explores the discipline of change management and outlines how issues 
stemming from user resistance can result in poor adoption and the inability of proj-
ects to deliver their full benefi ts. Project managers cannot ignore change manage-
ment and need to understand its key concepts to apply the principles on their 
projects.       

4.3 The Actualities of Project Management and Delivery
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    Chapter 5   
 Change Management       

              In the previous section, we discussed some of the methodological aspects of managing 
projects, highlighting that project managers need to look beyond the prescribed stan-
dards to deal with the complexities of delivering projects. This section describes the 
background and key processes that underpin change management. The concept of 
change management has been introduced in previous sections in the context of project 
success and failure. Here we progress in greater detail to discuss the underlying prin-
ciples and application. The narrative starts by defi ning the commonly cited change 
models and then moving on to describe the impacts of resistance to change and  sus-
taining change   within organizations. This theme continues with an examination of the 
practicalities of managing change in reality and the importance of engaging effec-
tively with stakeholders. The section ends with a discussion of the  ROI   issues faced 
by managers seeking to procure change management resource on projects. 

5.1     Change Models and the Change Process 

 Change Management has been defi ned as “ the application of a structured process and 
set of tools for leading the people side of change to achieve a desired outcome ” (Prosci 
 2012 , p. 88) and “ the process of continually reviewing an organization’s direction, 
structure and capabilities to serve the ever changing needs of internal and external 
customers ” (Moran and Brightman  2000 ). Hiatt and Creasey ( 2012 ) posed the question 
why change management? The authors highlighted the issues of change in the work-
place in terms of a new process or new technology, with staff failing to embrace change 
leading to little value or benefi t realization to the organization. By following a struc-
tured approach to change management, users are better able to accept change, thereby 
enabling organizations to realize their business objectives (Hiatt and Creasey  2012 ). For 
change to succeed, organizations must recognize the importance of users understanding 
the internal and external drivers for change and how the change initiative fi ts into the 
bigger picture of why the change is needed  (Change Management Institute  2013 ) . 
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 A change initiative has a low chance of success if organizations are not  change 
ready . The energy required to initiate change and the capabilities that underpin it 
cannot be conjured up over a short period of time through the pulling of a single 
lever (Pettigrew et al.  1992 ). Luecke (2003) identifi ed three characteristics of 
change readiness:  organization has effective and respected leaders, people in the 
organization are personally motivated to change, and the organization has a non- 
hierarchical structure.  Luecke (2003) highlighted four suggestions to make an orga-
nization better prepared for change:  Undertake a unit by unit change readiness 
assessment, develop more participative approaches to how everyday business is 
handled, give people a voice,  and  drive out fear . Hiatt and Creasey ( 2012 ) devel-
oped a three-phase process for organizational change management:  preparing for 
change ,  managing change , and   reinforcing change    highlighting the initial phase 
activities of identifying the scope of the change and key aspects of ensuring the 
readiness of the organization to embark on the change programme. Management 
within organizations need to build a climate for change that justifi es why the change 
is needed, raise energy levels, and build the capability to mount the change (Pettigrew 
and Whipp  1993 ). 

 Various models and frameworks have been proposed within the body of literature 
to attempt to provide a structure and process for the formal management of change. 
The  unfreeze ,  move , and  refreeze  components of the widely cited Lewin’s three-step 
model (Lewin  1951 ) highlight a structured change process but is viewed as some-
what simplistic in the modern era, lacking detail on  sustaining change   and assuming 
that change can be permanent. The four-stage model of change developed by 
Bullock and Batten ( 1985 ) highlights phases of planned change:  exploration ,  plan-
ning ,  action , and  integration,  emphasizing the need to align the change with other 
areas of the organization. The model is limited by its somewhat technical nature and 
lack of focus on resistance. Beckhard and Harris ( 1987 ) proposed a simplistic for-
mulaic approach to assess readiness for change, highlighting potential gaps and 
identify barriers to change. However, although the change formula is adept at 
describing the process of change, the method has been criticized for the potential 
difference in approach in the use of the formula and its potential to deliver varying 
outcomes (Cameron and Green  2012 ). 

 The change models as outlined in Carnall ( 1990 ) and Bridges ( 1991 ) emphasize 
the complexity of the transition elements of change. They identifi ed the challenge 
of managing the inherent physiological factors and key aspects of utilizing manag-
ers who are skilled in managing the change transition process. The eight-step model 
proposed by Kotter ( 1995 ) has been widely cited in the literature and emphasizes 
the importance of allocating signifi cant up-front effort and resources for the change. 
The eight steps in the model comprise:  Establish a sense of urgency, Form a power-
ful guiding coalition, Create a vision, Communicate the vision, Empower others to 
act on the vision, Plan for and creating short-term wins, Consolidating improve-
ments and producing still more change, Institutionalizing new approaches  (Kotter 
 1995 ). Kotter ( 1995 ) also recognized that unless an early, critical level of inertia is 
developed and actively supported by the executive and senior management team, 
change is unlikely to succeed. 

5 Change Management
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 The approach to the change management process taken by Senge et al. ( 1999 ) devi-
ates from the bulk of the literature in that they advocate approaching change from a 
perspective of starting small, growing steadily, expecting challenges along the way, 
and not attempting to plan the change initiative in detail as an up-front exercise. Senge 
describes change as a natural human growth process rather than a mechanistic and 
formulaic path and highlights the importance of managers understanding the likely 
setbacks and the longer-term issues of  sustaining change   (Senge et al.  1999 ). The 
ADKAR change model as outlined in Hiatt and Creasey ( 2012 ) emphasizes the 
importance of planning, managing, and  reinforcing change   from the people perspec-
tive. The ADKAR acronym,  Awareness ,  Desire ,  Knowledge, Ability , and  Reinforcement  
(Hiatt and Creasey  2012 ), forms the basis of managing individual change within an 
organization. The model is sequential and cumulative, in that individuals must prog-
ress from a starting point of being aware of the required change through to actively 
reinforcing the change at the end of the process. ADKAR has been criticized for 
focusing on process instead of people as well as failing to fully distinguish between 
individual and organizational change (Hornstein  2015 ). However, Hiatt and Creasey 
( 2012 ) clearly detail the complexities of change emphasizing the importance of ana-
lyzing and managing the resistance of individuals and the Prosci ®  change methodol-
ogy that ADKAR sits within includes a detailed process for organizational change 
management. The Change Management Body of Knowledge (CMBoK) is positioned 
as a recognized standard for practicing change managers. The guidance describes the 
knowledge that underpins change management practice and is based on 8 years of 
Change Management Institute (CMI) research and the experiences of 600 practitio-
ners in 30 countries. The guidance includes 13 separate knowledge areas and a change 
model based around organizational maturity in  project change management ,  business 
change readiness , and  organizational change leadership . The CMBoK could be seen 
as being somewhat limited to practitioners in that it is not positioned as a detailed step-
by-step guide to managing a change initiative requiring further more detailed method-
ological guidance to manage the actualities of change.  

5.2     Impacts of Resistance to Change 

 Poor change management and resistance to change have been cited in many studies as 
contributory factors in the failure of IS projects. Studies highlight poor communica-
tion of changed processes, lack of user involvement, absence of change management 
methodology, and user resistance issues as key factors (Barker and Frolick  2003 ; 
Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ; Keil et al.  1998 ). High-profi le project failures such as 
the LASCAD project and the SNCF Socrate project have been extensively analyzed 
in the literature highlighting problems due to lack of user engagement and poor 
change management with project management concentrating on the technical aspects 
of the project and failing to mitigate user resistance issues (Beynon-Davies  1995 ; 
Fitzgerald and Russo  2005 ; McGrath  2002 ; Mitev  1996 ). Project managers have been 
shown to underestimate the complexities of user resistance and to fully appreciate the 
social and political nature of organizational change (Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ). 

5.2 Impacts of Resistance to Change
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 Attempts to deliver signifi cant change to an organization are liable to generate 
unintended consequences, unforeseen implications, unpredictable ripple effects, and 
arguments from those who anticipate a sense of loss from the revised arrangements 
(Doyle et al.  2000 ). This sense of loss has been contextualized in studies as an asso-
ciation with grief where humans travel through stages of  denial ,  bargaining ,  depres-
sion , and  acceptance  (Kübler-Ross  1973 ). The anxiety from employees confronted 
with change can lead to resistance where users are faced with learning something 
new or the pressure to change (Schein  1992 ). Nonetheless, this behavior should be 
seen as normal within organizations, requiring managers to build resistance mitiga-
tion and management measures into their plans. Users’ resistance behaviors can be 
variable and highly complex, often based on the personality of the individual and the 
context in which the change occurs. Factors such as employee skepticism, job secu-
rity impact, affects on power and prestige, trust in management ability, and the nega-
tive reaction from users to the increased amount of information communicated are 
examples of factors that can have a direct impact on resistance levels (Oreg  2003 , 
 2006 ; Stanley et al.  2005 ). Managers need to analyze the underlying reasons for the 
resistant behavior, understand its origins and its cultural context, and then take steps 
to reduce it and secure subsequent commitment from stakeholders (Beckhard and 
Harris  1987 ; Cameron and Green  2012 ; Hiatt and Creasey  2012 ). 

 Resistance and the natural negative human reactions to change are not regarded in 
the best practice literature as normal or anticipated components of effective change 
(Doyle et al.  2000 ). Resistance is not explicitly addressed within the de facto project 
management guidance, although it could be argued that the PRINCE2 ®  themes of 
 risk  and  change  are mechanisms that could be used to highlight resistance issues and 
manage the risks to the project from user resistance. However, aside from identifying 
stakeholder communication requirements, the PRINCE2 ®  methodology fails to offer 
any guidance or processes on the identifi cation and management of resistance at any 
stage of the project lifecycle. The PMBoK ®  includes a reference to  overcoming resis-
tance to change  and emphasizing  active management of stakeholder involvement  
within its managing stakeholder engagement section, but omits to offer any detailed 
guidance on how to analyze and deal with individual resistance. These omissions 
could have unintended consequences during later life-cycle activities where commu-
nication, planning, and product delivery could be affected by unresolved user resis-
tance issues as has been highlighted in previous studies on the causes of IS failure 
(Beynon-Davies  1995 ; Fitzgerald and Russo  2005 ; McGrath  2002 ; Mitev  1996 ).  

5.3     Sustaining Change 

 The successful implementation of a change initiative is not measured by the initial 
results of delivery but by the sustained transformation and full delivery of benefi ts 
within the organization (Buchanan et al.  2005 ). This implies an acceptable level of 
compliance with the processes, system, or working practices at a level where the 
benefi ts of the change are realized. The process of  sustaining change   is dependent on 
multiple factors interacting on different levels of analysis and time frames (Buchanan 
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et al.  2005 ). Sustaining change requires a fundamental shift in thinking, requiring an 
understanding of the forces and challenges that impede progress and workable strate-
gies for dealing with these complexities (Senge et al.  1999 ). Kotter ( 1995 ) references 
the importance of sustaining change within his eight-step model in the context of 
consolidating improvements and institutionalizing new approaches emphasizing that 
change must become part of corporate culture. Kotter ( 1995 ) also highlights the con-
sequences of failing to  anchor  change identifying that until new behaviors are rooted 
in social norms and shared values, they are subject to degradation as soon as the pres-
sure for change is removed. Users affected by change need to be given time to adjust 
and assess and refl ect on the lessons of change in order to consolidate the organiza-
tional changes that have been implemented (Doyle et al.  2000 ). The extensively cited 
study of change within the UK NHS carried out by Pettigrew et al. ( 1992 ) highlights 
the importance of sustaining the inertia of the change effort and the debilitating 
effects of regression where permanent change fails to take hold. To mitigate these 
effects, Pettigrew et al. ( 1992 ) recommend that organizations ensure that key change 
leaders stay in position long enough to see through the change process. The eco-
nomic reality however in many organizations is that key staff are often reassigned to 
new projects as the existing projects are wound down through delivery and closure. 

 The CMBoK proposes that change must be reinforced across the organization to 
ensure that new behaviors and practices become an intrinsic part of normal opera-
tions. The guidance highlights that successful sustained change requires continued 
monitoring and evaluation of progress to ensure sustaining systems remain effective 
(Change Management Institute  2013 ). Aside from advocating monitoring and insti-
gating feedback channels, the CMBoK guidance within this particular knowledge 
area lacks detail, offering little in terms of any structured process or formal method to 
ensure change is sustained within organizations. Hiatt and Creasey ( 2012 ) include a 
 Reinforcing Change  phase in their Prosci ®  Change Management Process that includes 
 collect and analyze feedback, diagnose gaps and manage resistance, implement cor-
rective actions ,  and celebrate successes.  Hiatt and Creasey ( 2012 ) highlight that one 
of the biggest mistakes made by change management teams is the omission of rein-
forcement actions resulting in the same types of failure that stem from not implement-
ing any change management at all within the organization (Hiatt and Creasey  2012 ).  

5.4     Change in Practice 

 Change is a diffi cult and emotive concept for many individuals and organizations 
requiring leaders to think carefully about how to approach change in a planned and 
organized way. The effective management of the change aspects of any project 
requires a set of skills and expertise that sits outside the curriculum vitae of many 
traditional project managers, perhaps refl ecting a gap in the training and learning 
curve of practitioners supported by the lack of change management content in the 
project bodies of knowledge and standards guidance. The attributes expected of 
good project managers, namely, leadership and organizational skills, articulation of 
clear direction, numeracy, and analytical ability, do not fi t the profi le of individuals 
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who are able to steer organizations through periods of change. Cameron and Green 
( 2012 ) highlighted the requirement for new leadership skills and practices and 
developed a set of attributes required for leading signifi cant change:

•     Presence and deep listening —looking beyond our preconceptions and historical 
ways of making sense and allowing leaders to operate from a deeper sense of 
purpose and discard old identities. Trying to really hear what people are trying to 
say to fully appreciate the different perspectives.  

•    The importance of framing —the ability for management to paint a picture that 
illustrates the change destination, and the holding of this frame in a clear and 
consistent way for others to engage with it and complete the picture. The framing 
aspect of change can also mean setting out the broad phases of change with the 
key milestones so stakeholders can gain a tangible sense of how the process will 
feel. Reframing may be appropriate where the change is being viewed in an 
unhelpful way and obstacles arise.  

•    Developing the capacity to contain —containment in the context of change means 
providing a holding environment for anxieties and other pressure-related emo-
tions, so they can be worked through in a calm structured way. In the heat of a 
change project, it is key to give stakeholders the opportunity to articulate prob-
lems within an environment that facilitates this rather than the project team hav-
ing to react to issues and rumors on the back foot. From the leadership perspective, 
containment means fi nding ways of acknowledging and empathizing with peo-
ple’s anxieties and emotions rather than suppressing them.  

•    Negative capability —ability to provide support to teams in their task of prevent-
ing habitual patterns of working or falling back on existing working practices. 
Negating can allow the creative process to follow its own course and prevent 
premature closure of ideas and initiatives. It can be a fi ne line between leaders 
actively intervening by rolling up their sleeves to push through change and delib-
erately holding off from active intervention and to trust the process.  

•    Practicing self-care —leaders involved in stressful, long drawn out change proj-
ects where the task at hand becomes all-encompassing, may risk burnout, and 
end up jeopardizing the project. Taking time out and connecting with other 
aspects of one’s life can enable leaders to better contextualize the problems at 
hand and see the bigger picture.    

 Key Points for Practitioners 

•     Effective stakeholder analysis and assessment of an organization’s change 
maturity and readiness is vital to deliver success.  

•   Implementing change management practices in the middle or later stages 
of the project increases the risk of resistance and adoption issues.  

•   Resistance should be seen as a natural consequence of change and the steps 
required to mitigate its effects should be planned and suitably resourced.  

•   The project team needs to be resourced with change ready practitioners 
that are focused on the change effort and working with the project to deliver 
its benefi ts.    

5 Change Management
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   Organizations are faced with diffi cult decisions when contemplating change 
projects. Executives may be familiar with the concept of a project and the required 
structure, resources, and terminology, but are perhaps less familiar or comfortable 
with change management. This can sometimes result in project managers pitching 
for change management resource with the executive uncertain of the  ROI   for the 
allocation of specifi c additional funds, to what they see as the core project activities. 
Reminding executives of the poor track record of project delivery especially where 
poor change management and user resistance are seen to be key factors in their fail-
ure (Barker and Frolick  2003 ; Hirschheim and Newman  1988 ; Keil et al.  1998 ) can 
be a powerful motivator. The consequence of executives not appreciating the impor-
tance and role of change management on projects can result in attempts to imple-
ment  change management lite  that is likely to result in poor ROI leading to slower 
acceptance of change within the organization. Formally including change manage-
ment as part of the early phase initial project risk assessment may be a good oppor-
tunity for executives to easily equate the true cost and impact of poorly managed 
change with the benefi ts and ROI highlighted in the context of risk mitigation. 

 The reality in many environments is that change management is not always initi-
ated at the same time as the project. Consequently, teams may fi nd themselves react-
ing to unforeseen resistance issues and attempting to fi re fi ght on the back foot. 
Hiatt and Creasey ( 2012 ) highlighted these issues and emphasized that the change 
team needs to be fl exible enough to react to several project entry point scenarios:

•     Project start-up —the project has recently started or is within the planning stage 
and change management is to be an integral component of the project. This is the 
best-case scenario and often relies on a change aware project sponsor that can 
support the timely change effort on the project.  

•    Implementation stage —the project has completed the start-up and design phases 
of the project and has moved to implementation, requiring change management 
to be leveraged into existing processes, team structures, and plans.  

•    Reaction point entry —the project has commenced the implementation stage and 
the project team is already experiencing resistance from users. The net effect of 
this scenario is an attempt to introduce change management as a reaction to resis-
tance. This is the worst-case scenario.    

 Each of the above entry points into a project has consequences for the change 
management effort. The later the entry point in the project the more diffi cult the task 
of managing change becomes (Hiatt and Creasey  2012 ). Additionally, the change 
management model or method needs to be adaptable to cater for different life-cycle 
entry points requiring change managers to have a critical understanding of how to 
apply change management principles in this context (Hiatt and Creasey  2012 ). 

 Project and change managers must understand the emotional aspects of change 
and appreciate the psychological background to resistance behaviours. Change 
projects are not likely to succeed unless the project engenders a culture where peo-
ple are receptive to change. Motivating users to move from their natural resistance 
mind-set requires a hearts and minds effort from the change team, to understand the 
factors behind human emotion to change. Project teams must identify areas of pos-
sible resistance and plan for it. This requires a thorough analysis of the stakeholders, 
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an appreciation of the political and cultural aspects of the organization, and an 
assessment of the change from the users’ perspective (Cameron and Green  2012 ). 
By proactively preparing for resistance, project managers are better able to mitigate 
its effects and move forward and build a coalition for change within the organiza-
tion (Change Management Institute  2013 ). 

 Recommendations for Future Research 

     1.    The decision faced by executives that agree on the importance of change 
management is how much resource is necessary and what is the ROI. The 
answer to this question has many aspects. For example, what is the culture 
of the organization? Are the users change ready? How much change is 
required from users in order to fully realize the benefi ts of the new system? 
The project manager will be unable to answer these questions by referring to 
the bodies of knowledge or project management methodologies. Can the 
application of a change maturity model or framework provide these answers? 
Further research into these aspects could smooth the path in assisting the 
project manager to secure the required resource to aid effective delivery.   

   2.    Industry-based studies highlight the benefi ts of reduced resistance and 
increased ROI if change management is involved early in the lifecycle, 
ideally at the start of the project. Further research is recommended in this 
area to validate these claims and to quantify the impacts of diverging from 
this model.   

   3.    The effectiveness of change management to positively affect project out-
comes is an under-researched area. Industry-based studies support this 
principle, but independent academic study could yield further insight into 
the details of these claims and highlight the particular aspects that yield the 
greatest benefi ts in terms of positive outcomes.     

 Summary of Key Points 

•     If organizations are not prepared for change or have low levels of  change 
maturity  , then the change initiative has a much lower chance of success.  

•   Project managers have been shown to underestimate the complexities of 
user resistance and to fully understand the social and political nature of 
organizational change.  

   This section has discussed the key concepts and application of change manage-
ment and highlighted some of the key areas that are faced by organizations embark-
ing on change projects. The formal management of the change process is fundamental 
to the success of projects and the failure to address the key areas of resistance and 
 user adoption   are likely to reduce the chances of success.  

(continued)
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 Can a more integrated approach to change and project management help to 
deliver more consistent successful outcomes? This subject is tackled in Chap.   6     
where we outline the rationale for organizations to approach change and project 
management in a more cohesive way to ensure the best chance of success.       

•   Resistance to change is a normal behavior and should be managed effec-
tively by the project team.  

•   Change needs to be sustained beyond delivery to ensure the full realization 
of benefi ts and failing to reinforce the change can result in failure.  

•   Leading signifi cant change requires a specifi c set of attributes that do not 
fall within the standard project management practitioner framework.  

•   Early inclusion of change management on a project can lessen the impact 
of unforeseen events and circumstances later on in the project lifecycle.    

5.4 Change in Practice
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    Chapter 6   
 Integration of Change and Project 
Management       

              This section discusses the closer  integration of change and project management   as 
a mechanism that could add potential benefi ts to project outcomes. The literature 
has not focused much attention on this particular topic, but those studies that have 
addressed this area are analyzed and discussed to develop a case for closer integra-
tion. The narrative then describes the potential barriers to the integration of the two 
areas highlighting the relevant practitioner texts. This section then moves on to 
highlighting some of the complexities of closer integration and ends with a hypoth-
esis of the potential integrated options. 

6.1     The Case for the Integration of Change 
and Project Management 

 Although project and change management are mature topics in their own right, with 
a signifi cant body of research in a range of publications, closer integration of the 
disciplines and the substantive analysis of the issues and practicalities involved has 
not received signifi cant focus from the academic community (Söderlund  2011 ). The 
inseparability of project and change management has been highlighted in a number 
of recent studies (Ash  2007 ; Hornstein  2015 ; Parker et al.  2013 ). Ash ( 2007 ) theo-
rizes that the two disciplines should not be seen as separate strands or phases of a 
project with distinct teams but an integral part of the same project. The study ana-
lyzed the experiences and feedback from senior project staff who had worked on 
four separate projects within organizations based in Fiji and Australia. It concludes 
that the  convergence of project and change management   is necessary to deliver 
projects that satisfy stakeholders (Ash  2007 ). Leyland et al. (2009) asserted that 
traditional project management fails to recognize the key aspects of change man-
agement and investigated the integration of change management concepts with proj-
ect management in the context of clinical Health Information Technology (HIT) 
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projects. Leyland et al. (2009) emphasize support for the coalescence of project and 
change management, such that the management of change becomes an essential 
component in the project management body of knowledge. The study characterizes 
the relationship between change and project management as an intertwined, mutual 
co-dependence and highlights that the gap between the two disciplines must be 
reduced to improve success rates in clinical HIT implementation projects. 

 Studies that have not explicitly called for greater integration between change and 
project management have implicitly referenced integration in the context of the 
project management of organizational change initiatives (Oakland and Tanner  2007 ; 
Partington  1996 ).  Söderlund ( 2011 )  attempted to advance the debate on change ini-
tiatives being organized as projects and the role of project management through the 
lens of knowledge integration. The study highlighted that the quality of project 
management becomes decisive for the success of large-scale change processes and 
that the effectiveness of project management in large-scale change processes is 
determined by the scope, interdependencies, and speed of the change processes. The 
fi ndings in Söderlund ( 2011 ) highlight the key benefi ts of organizing change via the 
mechanisms and process of projects and the contributions to success from the stra-
tegic co-location of change and project teams. 

 Industry-wide benchmarking studies have highlighted how project success is 
heavily infl uenced by an organization’s approach to structured change management 
(Prosci  2012 ). The complexities of user resistance and the omission by project man-
agers to fully understand the social and political nature of organizational change can 
be key factors in the success (or failure) of IS projects (Hirschheim and Newman 
 1988 ). Project management success is as dependent upon people as it is on the tech-
nical and functional skills but relies on managers to deliver an integrated approach 
with joined-up project and change management activities within a unifi ed manage-
ment plan (Project Management Institute  2014 ).  

6.2     Barriers to Integration 

 The origins of change and project management highlight quite a different path. 
Project management has its roots in engineering and construction with practicing 
managers often rising through the ranks of technical project roles before taking on 
increasing levels of man management responsibilities. The role of the change man-
ager has its origins in the social sciences and organizational transformation areas. 
The maturity of project and change management as separate disciplines is also very 
different with project management demonstrating a track record of nearly fi ve 
decades with the PMI being created in 1969, but both the CMI and the Association 
of Change Management Professionals (ACMP) were formed relatively recently in 
2004 and 2011, respectively. There were early change management pioneers such as 
Rogers ( 1962 ) who demonstrated the social aspects of consumers adopting new 
technology, but it took decades for change to be recognized as a key factor within 
project success and transform into a core discipline of its own. 

6 Integration of Change and Project Management
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 The concepts, processes, and standards within project and change management 
are fundamental to the success of any project. However, these two disciplines have 
separate standards organizations, bodies of knowledge, and practitioner certifi cation 
paths (Hornstein  2015 ) with little tangible reference between the two. Both disci-
plines have their own distinct terminology, use different methods, tools, and tech-
niques, and often have separate organizational structures and reporting lines 
(Crawford and Hassner-Nahmias  2010 ). These factors lead to the engendering of an 
environment where organizations could miss critical dependencies, creating the 
potential for increased levels of delay, stakeholder miscommunication, and ulti-
mately increased levels of risk on major change projects. These facts are surprising 
as even a simple analysis of the desired outcomes of both disciplines highlights that 
each are ultimately created to contribute to and deliver benefi ts of some form to the 
organization. 

 The requirement for an integrated approach to change and project management 
does not seem to be supported by the key standards—PMBoK ®  and PRINCE2 ® , 
where at best, limited implicit references to change management activities exist. 
PRINCE2 ®  references stakeholder analysis and engagement within the  organiza-
tion  theme and  project initiation  process and makes reference to stakeholder com-
munication within  managing stage boundaries  (OGC Group  2013 ), but the 
concepts of resistance, individual and organizational change, and  sustaining 
change   are not covered. The PMBoK ®  references stakeholder engagement, stake-
holder resistance, and a change management plan as an output of the project stake-
holder management knowledge area (Project Management Institute  2014 ) but fails 
to address the complexities of planning for and managing high levels of resistance. 
It also omits the key tasks and processes underpinning the sustaining of change 
within organizations. On the change management side, the CMBoK guidance 
extols the virtues of the successful interaction of change and project management. 
However, it articulates this from a position of silos of expertise and responsibili-
ties, lacking a clear methodology to deliver an integrated approach. The two disci-
plines each have their own sets of terminology, methodology, and interaction with 
different parts of the organization (Kotter  1995 ) potentially providing confusion 
for the project manager and a barrier to project success. Furthermore, there are 
numerous instances of overlap between the PMBoK ®  and CMBoK in terms of CMI 
knowledge areas and components with the PMBoK ®  process groups. The net effect 
of this is the potential for duplicated effort being expended on the assessment of 
risk, development of plans, and interaction with stakeholders. The CMBoK 
includes project management as a distinct knowledge area and identifi es a set of 
knowledge components that underpin this. However, although the guidance advo-
cates that the change team should work alongside the project team and for the 
change plans to be developed in parallel to the project plan (Change Management 
Institute  2013 ), there is no attempt to integrate the teams or their activities, thereby 
implicitly reinforcing the principles of a separate change initiative and project. 

 Rather than project and change management complementing each other, the two 
disciplines often end up competing with each other over budgets, roles and respon-
sibilities, access to project sponsors, strategy, and execution. The net effect of these 
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factors can result in one side or the other discounting the contribution from the other 
with change management often being the discipline that is marginalized or has its 
budget cut with resulting consequences for successful project outcomes. As each 
profession has developed its own route to practitioner status and independent stan-
dards, the industry has produced a plethora of consulting organizations and propo-
nents of best practice that can advise and assist organizations embarking on major 
change projects. This leaves executives potentially confused as to which discipline 
is required to start the initiative and sponsors wondering why they need to procure 
two sets of competing resource that liaise with the same overlapping group of stake-
holders that may end up marginalizing each other (Jarocki  2011 ). 

 As a group, project managers have been described as having only moderate skills 
to manage users and their expectations (Standish Group  2013 ). Studies have high-
lighted the different skillsets and training requirements for each of the disciplines. 
Crawford and Hassner-Nahmias ( 2010 ) explored the roles of project and change 
managers within organizations to gain insight as to which should be managing 
major transformational change programs. The study asserted that projects and pro-
grams that require signifi cant amounts of change demand a high level of interper-
sonal, astuteness, and sensitivity skills, highlighting a fundamentally different 
approach to the candid, direct, and rational style valued in competent project man-
gers (Crawford and Hassner-Nahmias  2010 ). This view is supported by Cicmil et al. 
( 2006 ) who asserted that the training in traditional project management discourse 
may not value the political and social skills necessary to be successful in the com-
plicated and messy real world of projects. 

 Too often, organizations are structured around separate change and project func-
tions. The net effect of this is a tendency for project managers to abdicate their 
change management responsibilities to a dedicated change management team and 
the project sponsor having to procure and manage two sets of resources—a project 
team and a change team (Kotter  1995 ; Project Management Institute  2014 ). 

 Other fundamental barriers to closer integration include the political and cul-
tural issues within organizations that have been used to separate reporting lines and 
potentially diverse positions in the organization hierarchy (Jarocki  2011 ). 
Reinforcing this view is the reality of the current position of the two disciplines, 
effectively governed by very separate organizations with their own  raison d’etre  
and separate bodies of knowledge with minimal referencing of the other discipline. 
Each of the main standards organizations has yet to forge any tangible formal inter-
face within their bodies of knowledge leaving practitioners of both disciplines 
building interactions at various stages of the lifecycle leading to pockets of local 
practice and ways of working that does not refl ect a consistent approach across the 
landscape of industries. Ultimately, for some organizations faced with major 
change, it can be diffi cult to know which person the sponsor should pick up the 
phone and contact fi rst—the change or the project manager. Each are able to extol 
the benefi ts of their respective disciplines and approaches to the problem in prefer-
ence to the other, leaving the sponsor uncertain as to the best approach to start the 
initiative.  

6 Integration of Change and Project Management
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6.3     Actualities of Change and Project Management 
Integration 

  Cicmil et al. ( 2006 ) proposed a framework for the conceptualization of project actu-
ality by drawing on the insights and discussions from the RPM literature. Cicmil 
et al. ( 2006 ) positioned the RPM approach as one that presents new insights into 
project management and how it is practiced in real project environments, countering 
much of the project management literature that does not satisfactorily explain the 
richness of what actually occurs in project environments. It is this actuality perspec-
tive that needs to drive the potential  integration of change and project management  , 
not the defi nition of numerous theoretical frameworks and models that take no 
account of how practitioners deliver projects and change. 

 Any proposals for the closer integration of the disciplines must take account of the 
project and  change maturity   within organizations and be able to fl ex and tailor its 
processes to suit the situation on the ground. Organizations contemplating major 
transformation projects within a culture not used to change, or have a heavily union-
ized workforce with a history of resistance, would need to invest in structured approach 
to managing change that goes beyond the basic stakeholder communication guidance 
in the PMBoK ® . Likewise, change ready organizations used to a culture of project 
delivery and changing processes and capabilities are not likely to require teams of 
change management consultants assisting them with resistance mitigation strategies 
and full implementation of a set of substantial change management processes. 

 The presented basic themes of closer integration can be classifi ed into a number of 
overall categories of proposition, each having their benefi ts and drawbacks. Any prac-
tical solution is likely to require a negotiated compromise between all major project 
and change stakeholders to have a realistic proposition of success. This list is not 
meant to be exhaustive, but a starting point for further analysis and academic debate.

•     Absorb change management within project management —this option would 
have the net effect of creating a single unifying standard for the delivery of proj-
ects. Aside from the obvious practitioner governing body political implications, 
this option would require a step change in the emphasis and approach to the 

 Key Points for Practitioners 

•     The project and change management bodies of knowledge have not for-
malized the key interfaces or integration elements between each of the 
disciplines; project managers must fully understand the process and scope 
of the change management requirement to bridge this gap.  

•   The resources allocated to the project that are aligned to separate change 
and project streams must keep focus on the key principle that success 
depends on an integrated approach.  

•   The cultural and political aspects of an organization cannot be ignored when 
planning the approach to integrating the change and project elements.    

6.3 Actualities of Change and Project Management Integration
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management of projects from a technical oriented delivery perspective to a more 
people centric, adoption model of success. Research has highlighted that the cur-
rent skillset valued in project managers is perhaps quite different to the skills and 
approach needed to deliver change within organizations (Cicmil et al.  2006 ; 
Crawford and Hassner-Nahmias  2010 ). The literature is not clear on whether 
these skills gaps can be bridged with appropriate training or there is need of a 
fundamental reassessment of the attributes and experience of people who would 
be appointed to an integrated role. The simple argument to be articulated in jus-
tifi cation of this option could be a focus on an assessment of the set of elements 
needed to be in place for the delivery and adoption of a successful project, and 
an appreciation of the benefi ts in sourcing an approach from a single body of 
knowledge and standard.  

•    Formalize an integration interface —the current position of unclear separation 
points and overlaps between the bodies of knowledge and standards from each 
discipline means that it is unclear on where one starts and the other fi nishes. An 
agreed interface between the separate bodies of knowledge (PMBoK ®  and 
CMBoK) and various standards that formally recognizes the other discipline 
could simplify the change and project manager roles and provide clarity to exec-
utives. This would require an adoption of agreed terminology in certain areas and 
a defi nition of key handover points.  

•    Create a new genre that encompasses both disciplines —a new genre could ele-
vate the emotive debate from  is it a project or change  argument to one that con-
centrates on successful outcomes irrespective of the road traveled. Equal weight 
could be given to each of the standards in the form of a unifi ed methodology with 
an underpinning of distinct body of knowledge.  

•    Reconfi gure the change and project reporting structure —this option is perhaps a 
reaction to the separate change and management reporting structures within 
organizations where the change team may report to a different set of stakeholders 
than the project team or competes for resources with the project. This changed 
structure would include an integrated delivery authority responsible for change 
and project management that directly reports to the executive.  

•    Do nothing —the  do nothing option  is presented here as an option, but in reality 
it is likely to be limited by time. It is highly probable that as each of the disci-
plines updates its separate standards and bodies of knowledge, they will seek to 
bridge the gaps between the disciplines from the iterations of stakeholder and 
practitioner feedback. The net effect of this could be an unstructured merging of 
disciplines that could have negative consequences for organizations wishing to 
embark on major projects.    

 The success measures for change and project management should be very closely 
aligned if not identical. Organizations ultimately wish to utilize an approach that 
addresses the required technical deliverables but also address the critical people- 
orientated, cultural, and adoption issues that can signifi cantly affect project success. 
Establishing a more integrated approach to change and project management could 
legitimize and standardize the current practices of variable approaches to change 
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that are infl uenced by an organization’s maturity in this area. Executives would need 
to rely on the experience and expertise of change and project integration practitio-
ners to fully assess the maturity of an organization wishing to embark on a change 
project. The key task at this early stage would be to identify if the organization is 
receptive to change and if the executive has experience of working within a project- 
based structure. The output of this activity would be a recommendation to adapt the 
activities and resources in support of the project or change activities to fi t the orga-
nization and the delivery of the successful project. The selected methodology to 
facilitate this integrated approach would need to be tailored to refl ect the organiza-
tions’ maturity and ability to embrace both change and project activities.          

 Recommendations for Future Research 

     1.    Closer integration of the change and project disciplines and the analysis of 
the many and varied complexities and practicalities involved has not seen 
signifi cant focus from academics (Söderlund ( 2011 )). Further research to 
identify suitable models and frameworks of an integrated approach is 
needed.   

   2.    Any closer integration of change and project management needs to balance 
the  technical  and  people  aspects effectively to deliver the project benefi ts. 
The risk of an overemphasis in user participation is the underemphasis of 
the system and quality aspects (DeLone and McLean 1992). Further aca-
demic research is needed to quantify the optimum levels of change and 
project effort taking into account the culture of the organization and change 
maturity.   

   3.    Success viewed from both change and project perspectives in the context 
of an integrated concept has not featured highly in the academic literature. 
Further research to assess suitable models would benefi t the perspectives 
of success of a joined-up change and project management approach.     

 Summary of Key Points 

•     The  convergence of project and change management   is necessary to deliver 
projects that satisfy the needs of stakeholders.  

•   Project success is heavily infl uenced by the overall organizational approach 
to change management.  

•   The concepts, processes, and underlying methods within project and 
change management are critical to the success of any project. However, the 
two disciplines have independent standards organizations, routes to practi-
tioner status, and bodies of knowledge, with minimal tangible reference 
between the two.  

(continued)

6.3 Actualities of Change and Project Management Integration
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•   In practice rather than project and change management complementing 
each other, the two disciplines can end up competing over budgets, roles 
and responsibilities, access to project sponsors, strategy, and execution.  

•   For some organizations faced with major change, it is not straightforward 
as to whom the sponsor should contact fi rst—the change or the project 
manager. Each can potentially highlight the benefi ts of their respective dis-
ciplines and approaches leading to confusion and uncertainty.  

•   Establishing a more integrated approach to change and project manage-
ment could legitimize and standardize the current variable approaches to 
change that are infl uenced by the maturity of the organizations in this area.    
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    Chapter 7   
 Conclusion       

              This book was written to provide a comprehensive text on the subject of IS project 
success and failure taking account of some of the actualities of project and change 
management. The key areas of the available literature have been analyzed and dis-
cussed where relevant. There are numerous studies exploring this subject, with 
many attempting to provide frameworks and models to aid our understanding of the 
key concepts and underlying causes. However, studies have shown that organiza-
tions are still more likely to fail to deliver large IS projects than succeed and that 
smaller projects although not subject to the high failure rates of large ones still have 
an unacceptable failure rate. Many studies have addressed these issues by attempt-
ing to highlight the main causes of failure and by defi ning the key CSFs that projects 
need to align with. The acceptance within the industry of the role of stakeholders in 
project delivery has resulted in a drive for a greater appreciation of their needs and 
an understanding of their fears of change. The net effect of this has been a rise in the 
signifi cance of change management as a discipline in its own right and a key com-
ponent in successful delivery. However, the actuality perspective of how the two 
disciplines work together has not been widely researched and current practice may 
leave them both competing for resource and justifying their optimum start point in 
the project lifecycle. Advocating the closer  integration of change and project man-
agement   has been the theoretical proposition of a small number of studies, but to 
date the practical real-world perspective on how this is to be actioned has not fea-
tured in the literature. The development of an integrated approach that can reduce 
subjectivity and confusion from managers while delivering a consistent approach; 
needs to be progressed and formalized to better assure the successful delivery of 
benefi ts and to guarantee greater levels of adoption.   
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    ACMP    Association of change management professionals    
 ADKAR ®     Awareness, desire, knowledge, ability, reinforcement    
 APM    Association for project management   
  APMG    Accrediting professional managers globally   
  BoK    Body of knowledge   
  CMBoK    Change management body of knowledge   
  CMI    Change Management Institute   
  CSF    Critical success factor   
  DMI    Digital media initiative   
  DSDM    Dynamic systems development method   
  EIS    Executive information system   
  ERP    Enterprise resource planning   
  HISS    Hospital information support system   
  HIT    Health information technology   
  IS    Information system   
  IT    Information technology   
  LASCAD    London Ambulance Service Computer Aided Dispatch   
  NAO    National Audit Offi ce   
  NASA    National Aeronautics and Space Administration   
  OGC    Offi ce of Government Commerce   
  PFI    Private Finance Initiative   
  PMI    Project management institute   
  PMBoK ®     Project management body of knowledge   
  PMPA    Project management performance assessment   
  PRINCE2 ®     PRojects IN Controlled Environments   
    ROI     Return on investment   
  RPM    Rethinking project management   

                          Acronyms 
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